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' f ' ' 
. The purpose .o'f' thfs lhe·s'is is to investigate the use of Adaptive Control to 
._monitor a turning operation. , The design of the skeletal system will be. based . 
. on a literature .survey of the most rebent developments and applications of 
adaptive control. Empirical data generated in the Departments of Industrial 
. ' 
and Mec.hanical ~ngineering at Lehigh University will then be us·ed to develop. 
· ;a system design applicable to the particular machining operation at Lehigh .. 
An important part of this design will be to test. the feasibility of using remote 
thermocouple me,surements to monitor the state of wear on the~ cutting tool. 
The state of wear and metal removal rate will be used to calculate an Index of 
/' 
Performance for.optimal cgntrol of the machining process. 
There are two objectives this thesis will accomplish. The first is to 
offer a computer simulated model of an adaptive· -control system using the 
empirical data a.lid knowledge of the turning process now available. An 
approximation of the two-dimensional heat transfer model developed jointly 
. ~· 
by the Departments of Industrial and Mechanical Engineering Oat Lehigh will. 
' be used to simulate the machining processo The second objective will ·be to 
· indicate the needed relationships· between system variables so that an adequate 
• 
- • 
system design can be developed. · Presently suGh are.as as calculation of tool 
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process through the tool~ and calculation of·«a thermal energy input to the tool 
. chip interface, ·are but a few· of the present stumbling blocks in developing an 
0. 
-
effective modelo . The system will .. also require ·a suitable optimization 
. . ·, - .. --~~,. 
. -, 
• 
. . :p 
,, ,. 
technique. A trial and error or-gradient method will .. be emplo·yed 
in the simulation, · nowever I will also propose an alternative approach based 
. ' . 
... 
on the modern state function methods. The advantage to using the state 
function tec]inique is that optimal control can be obtained on-line with a 
comp1Jter program which follows the Pontryagin Principle, thereby elim~ 
inating the time consuming search procedure of the aforementioned methods. 
r 
Therefore, the results of this thesis will be a computer simulated adaptive 
control system for ~ turning operation, and als'? a survey of the total scope 
r 
·of the problem of designing the, control system, ·which includes highlighting 
. 
" 
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'PAET I - PROBLEM DEFINITION 
A. Scope of, the Investigation 
The top~c of this thesis deals. with the application of adaptive control 
:;rnethods to a machining :ope:r.ation in .. order to obtain. b~tter economic effi-
•• 
,, 
ciency. The machining process used in the investigation is a turning operation 
on a general-purpose engine lathe. Since cost control via process control is 
the goal, the performance wi11 be a function of the tool wear ·rate and the 
' 
. ~ 
amount of material cut per unit time, commonly design.ated as the metal'' · 
removal rate. Choice of this Performance Index is also based upon the 
present state of sensor. technology, which has_ yet to develop a direct on-line 
me~s for measuring surface finish or precision tolerance. The essential . 
. 
~omponents of the system are the work material and the tool insert, and of 
~ 
these the tool insert is the most important since it cap. be used to.·define the 
.. 
state of the system. 
""•:,,· 
.B. System Environment 
. -~-·------biie--of the--c most impo:rtallt-char.acterisfics of the .. machining environment 
i 
. '
is it s variation with time. ppf~ximately 98 per~ent of the· power supplied to 
released due to the friction process at the tool-chip interface-and~Y- the · ~-
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she.aring process of the workptece acts as an- ene_r-gy'inpu{ to the system, 
. . 
affecting the physic~ properties of the tool .and :work materi3rl. ~ most cutting -




neous chemical co1np·o_sttfon. _ For example, randomly selecting any two 
· - sections oI a steel workpiece, jt is doubtful if their alloy compositions will be:. 
u 
exactly the same. This causes variation in ma~rial hardness and/or shear· 
strength. Because of this inconsistancy, ,hard spots capable of causing tool 
failure~·{ or at least excessive tool wear are encoll]ltered, so that either speed 
... 
or feed must be reduced. Another source of change in a contouring or roughing 
/ 
operation is the initial part size. The diameter of a wo:rkpiece ·may vary with 
length so that continuous adjustments must be made. Tool wear also causes 
a great amount of variation in the machining process. As time progresses 
and the tool wears, the cutting forces and energy input to the tool will change, 
and the depth .of cut will decrease from it s initial value. The latter is an 
• 
important consideration when precision toleranc·e is a criterion. Anothe,r 
change which must be dealt with as machining time increases is the decrease 
in the w0rkpiece diameter and subsequently it's rigidity. Ridigity is an 
1,., ~~ 
essential criterion, :in system stability· and if the feed ra.,te is not decreased to 
a suitable value, excessive workpiece deflection- and vibration will occur. 
These variations are but afew of those possible in the turning operation. In 
Q 
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.. -:: 
.. c·. ·- Control Strategl; .·. ' :·,' .... -
The strategy selected ·to control the machining system must operate in . 
. 
. 
. the system environment described in,Section B, and also satisfy the system 
. 
·P,erformance requirements. Open loop and closed loop-!ecbniques are the 
'I!'" • ~ 
~.9st, commonly used contr~l methods in positioning and servo-systems. In:. 
open loop control the system input is)related to the output by some gain or 
. . 
transfer function. The closed loop system utilizes a feedback signal from the 
output that is compared with a reference input to generate an error signal that 
r 
is proportional to the ~ifference between the input and output. The error 
signal is then related to the output by a transfer function. Numerically 
. 
. 
controlled machines commonly employ this technique (See Figures la and lb) 
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T. F. 3=1 
Figure lb. Closed Loop Systeim 
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- command or reference position (X coordinate) 
~ actual 
- error= X 
s 
C 




T. F. 1 - Transfer function relating the· reference position and the 
e actual position in Figure la. 
T. F. 2 
,.. ' 
T. F. 3 
- ·Transfe.r function relating the· error signal and the actual 
position in figµre lb. 
'--~- -
- Transfer function relating the output signal to the actual· 
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;;,:., , .. ,:·"" 
Amplifiers, transdt1ct:frs; ·n9tse r.eJ!tifi-.e~s,. etc .. will probably be included . 
'i'.n the 'iciu-al system and must be added to the basic schematics shoWll in 
· Figure 1. In a system where the input-output relationship 0is known and fixed, 
". 
open-loop control is satisfactory. When the reiationship vari~s with time, 
~ 
' 
closed-loop control is employed. If the time _variant functional relationship 





loop system using a controller (i.e. proportional, integral, et.c. ). Systems 
which utilize these basic contr.ol modes all have one common characteristici. 
' ,. 
The optimal input value to the system is known and constant (or if it varies 
.. 
with time the relationship is known) so that one may either directly or through 
. 
the use of a controller, obtain the optimal output value. In the machining 
process, the _system environment is continually· :changing and therefore the 
optimal input values continually change. 
'; 
As was shown in Section B, the. systeni varies not only as a function -of· 
time but also as a function of temperature, material properties, etc. 
These variations are usually unknown, and often random as in the case of . 
' 
. 
hard spots in the workpiece. For years the selection of spindle velocity and 
' 
feedrate has been empirically determineq, .based upon a combination of . 
experience and handbook data. · However in a stochastic environment these 
. techniques can not be expected to yield optimal res~lts. The control strategy 
needed, the·refore, is one which operates in a time varying environment, whose 
variations can not be predicted and which compensates for the environmental 
' 
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The Co~trOl Strategy which Potentially offers a· ~Qlution to this pl'Obiem, is_J 
.j. 
' ' 
A,.daptive Control. In this basic control schem~ some process variable or. 
variables are measured, such as torque, spindle deflection, cutting tempera-
' ' 
tul'.'e, qr· a re·mote tool tempe.rature, and used to adjust the spindle speed or , 
" 
feedrate in tl).e .machining operation. Hypothetically, Adaptive Control of 
speed or feed is capable o{ on-line optimization of machine performance. 
. . .~ 
... . 
The basic block diagram.of :an A'daptive Control system is illustrated ·in. 
Figure 2 .. signals from the process va;rial:>le~, controller, and command input 
· are sent to ail ·adaptive controlle.r which calculates the overall system 
performance. Tlte opt1mal value of the performan~e is continually being 
sought by the appropriate optimization technique. New optimal values for· 
the control inputs, spindle speed and feedrate, result from this optimization. 
The ·controller functions, then, by constantly adapting to changes in the 
. J 
charaqteristics of the tool and work material by resetting the speed.and feed 
. 
. 
to maintain optimal performance. 
D. Problem Statement 
·with the problem defined, the type of environment identified, and a control 
.. 
strategy chosen, the problem reduces to finding the rela.tion~hips which govern 
. . 
the form of the transfer functions of-each·of the blocks in Figure 2. Research 
.. 
material and empirical data on cutting dynamics, tool-life relationships, 
. 
tool thermodynamics, tool-wear relationship, and material physical charac-
teristics must be ·organized and investigated for useful information. Since 
adaptive control is a relatively new field with literature on successful 
8 
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MEASUREMENT OF PERFORMANCE 
,; 
. '•_.-. ·y 
Figure 2. Adaptively Controlled System 
_ applications of the technique not easily access_ible, relating and integrating the 
above material to produce an effective system design presents some difficulties. 
·a,> 
Besides organization problems thel'e are other unsolved areas in the system 
design to be confront.ed. · These areas may roughly be divided into two 
categories: 
.·: . 
(1) Sensor Problems - Many of the difficulties in measuring the proces{1J~ 
parameters remain unsolved. First there is the problem of 
deciding on which of the variables to measure. It must be determined 












•' .... _ 
criterion we wish to measure. This may vary with different· 
~ . 
. • ,'f. r f 
materials and operations~- In one case tool-tip· temperature may . 
. 
. 
give the best response, while in another the cutting forces on the 
tool will be· most useful. If. tool wear is a performance criterion, 
. . 
the tool temperature at some remote point on the tool should be 
. 
. 1.Ileasure·d since recent studies [1] have shown a definite relationship 
between a remote tool temperature and tool wear, especially crater 
wear. This appears logical since as tool wear increases the tool-
chip interface comes closer to the bottom face of the tool, and the ·-
<I> heat flux input area, which is the area of contact at the tool-chip 
interface,. is enlarged causing the rise in the temperature at the 




. limited by the current state of sensor technology. Presently there 
. ,· 
are no effective sensors which can concurrently measure temperature 
and force. Actually at this time there is still no effective means of 
measuring on-line such variables as temperature (tool-tip or remote), 
surface finish, and tool wear in a practical shop operation. Extensive 
research is now being conducted on the design of data reduction units 
for machining systems, however this is not be:ing supported by equally 
intensive work on the-adaptive controller itself, the second limiting 
category. 
. ... 




.. , . .-
) 
':;" . -· 
., 
=: '(2) Limited ·Control .Strategies - Today. the most frequently used 
optimization techniques· revolve about two basic ~ trategies; the trial · 
and error method and the gradient method. Although ~hese techniques 
_ (and their variations) are highly developed, the _con.straints imposed 
j, .. by the lack of available sensors has limited their application to the 
. I . . .. 
maohining problem •. " Both of these optimizing strategies are based. 
' 
oi'·incremental changes in speed or feed called "probes", which act 
act as small step changes to the present values of the control inputs. 
h e probes are limited in their size and the time interval between 
them by the sp€ed and accuracy of the computer used. In a very 
dynamic process, such as high speed macb;iµ.i~g, the delay between 
... ~ 1•{, ' ~~ 
the probes may be too great or the step size too large to account 
for the quickly chang:ing proces.s causing the optimization to be 
ineffective and rendering the system unstable. An optimization 
, 
method which may overcome this problem is based on modern state 







A theoretical application of this technique is included in Part III 
.. 
of this thesis. ' 
In the following parts of the thesis some of the current applications of 
"' 
adaptive control will be surveyed, then the process-parameters and system·. 
. ' .. 
.. 
criteria will be defined, and various optimization techniques will be 
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. Adaptive Control :syste·lll :for,:the ·.machining. pro.c.ess, at Lehigh University4' 
The equations u.~_.ed: are: de..rived .from empiric.~l data obtained on the. engfue 
lathe .h.e):,~· at ~hjgl1_. :·t'bJ._s:· p~r:t will incluQe my results, .conclusions, and 
recommendations:. 
;.., 
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PARTII - LITERATURE SURVEY 




·this part contains a survey of some of the published research on tp.e 
.. ·practical applications of Adaptive Control. · Other literatur~, which is 
relative to the analysis of the transfer functions of each·of the blocks in 
Figure 2, is cited later in the appropriate parts· and sections. In the ensuing 
. . 
survey and dis·cussion, it will be found that the earliest practical applications 
' . 
" 
of adaptive control did not use temperature to monitor the system state. Also 
\ note however, that it was __ the tool-chip interface temperature (or the tool-chip 
"' 
' 
··thermocouple tec~ique of measurement) which was used as the temperature 
\ 
variable and not a remote tool temperature. To counte~ce any contrary 
~ . . 
conclusions which might be drawn from the early applications and results, . 
. , 
., some of the latest research concerning temperature control is included at the 
end of this part. 
" 
Bendix Corporation Research 
One of the earliest reports on Adaptive Control applications was prepared 
by Bendix Research Laboratories [2], and represented their effort to apply 
Adapt~ve Control techniques to numerically controlled milling machines. The 
project was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force. It was begt111-·on June 14, 1962. 
and concluded on June 30, 1964 .. The re.port was published in August, 1964. 
---:\·· .. _  
.(: ·: 
. ' 
1. 3 . . ~< . ; .. ::. 
I 
... 
., . -~ 
.. , ' 
-----










' 'The objectives of the project were twofold: (1) to develop a_detailed 
C 
.. ·-: .,,. 
- · ~: concept for the application of adaptive control· to numerically controlled milling 
.. 
... • • • ~---4 
machines; (2) to evaluate the feasibility of the concept by the design, construe-
. 1 
. tion, and test of a complete prototype adaptive control system." 
... 
"The project was divided into four distinct phases: 
.. ' 
Phase I -- A detailed study- of-alt-aspects of the adaptive· co:ritrolle'i~.--.. 
.. 
Phase II - Development and validation~of components and subsystems. 
Phase III - Assembly, test, modification of a complete prototype 
system. 
) 
Phase IV - Operation, evaluation, and demonstration of a complete 
- 2 prototype system." ...... ; 
. Phase I incorporated the inv~stigatio_n and analysis of the systems two. 
major areas, the milling process and adaptive control system. Bendix con-
cluded that the four primary performance factors in milling are metal removal 
rate, tool life, surface finish, and dimensional accuracy. An unsuccessful 
-
effort was then made to relate these quantities to the controlled input variables, 
. 




(1) Sensor problems, and· ., 
1
"Final Report on the Development o'f Adaptive Control Techniques for 
Numerically Controlled - Milling Machines", Technical Document~ry Report 
No. ML-TDR-64-279, MMD Project No. 7-713, Aug. 1964, page iv. 






_( ...•. , ., 
. ~ 
·-· .. , 
. ·~· .,t,.. . 
,.:?.' 
.\ 
· (2) . The inability to correlate the measurable output variabies with the 
;. -~ desired performance. evaluation variables.· 
This led to their decision that ideal Adaptive Control could 1:1-ot be attained 
at that. ·time. Consequently they decided to m~asure spindle torque_, tool tip 
tempe-rature, · ~d tool vibra~~on. as the·- pt·ocess variables to be related in a 
performance fu11ction, which was _then e_valuated.and optimized on-line. 
Adjustments: .in: -speed and fee·d ·we·re used to_ obtain the optimal· performance 
I 
. 
:index~ in a se·arch optimization procedtrre ·called .the modified method of 
.steep~s:t ascent. Various search methods, such as modified trial and error, 
were subsequently tried :and evaluated. T.o· ipaure that the system control 
strategy did not result in cutting conditions which violated the required product 
, 
quality specifications·, limits ·-were imposed on the input as well ~ the measur-
able output variables. For -~x,atnple a maximum value, determined from 
empirical data, was placed on speed and feed to obtain the specified surface 
finish; an\l a minimum valve was imposed on these variables to obtain the 
required metal removal rate (productivity). Limiting values of time and 
temperature, determined empirically, which indicated impending tool failure 
(Defined in this report as a maximum value of flank wear) were also used as 
constraint limits. The :mechanics of thE: .search optimization procedures 
operating :in the constraint mode will be discussed in Part III . 
• 
The Bendix Project demonstrated the.effective employment of adaptive . 
. control techniques, even if the prototype system did not satisfy the definitiol) 
_: .. , 
15 




· of ideal adaptive control. It also highlighted the following probl~m areas 
_ which still plague the development of this control scheme: 
• 
-(1) Aq.aptive Control is limited by the inability to sense process variables .; · :, 
which correlate with the performance, and also by the inaccuracy 
) 
" ' 
· (due to noise, inadequate design, etc.} of the sensors now available,·/ . 
and· 
(2) · Although temperature was included as one: of·the process variables 
·~ . 
which was measured to determine the performance (See Note on 
·~i,, ·. t. 
bottom of ·page), 'in the final prototype sy·stem the tool chip thermo- · 
'' .. 
. 
couple did not prove to give an adequate indication of tool wear rate, 
and was excluded from the ;model, raising doubts as to whether the 
to.ol chip .thermocouple te:efhntque would ever be rel~able enough for 
.1.1.s.e in production environments. 
/~ 
NOTE:· Thejr performance' ··was defined as a function of the metal remov:a;I 
rate - tool wear rate ratio. The tool chip thermocouple was us~.d 
to de.termine the tool wear rate based on the following forniula_: .:. 
where MRR - metal removal rate 
K 5, K6 - tool wear rat~ weight~ng factors (fromempiricaldata) 
Q - peak value of am2lified thermocouple output signal (volts) p . . ' . 
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Since the ~work done by the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company parallels 
. 
the Bendix ·Res-earch Project in many aspect~ only the essential points and 
differences will be included in the following discussion. The three technical 
papers surveyed span a time period from 1967 to 1970, and are authored by 
.R·~:A. Mathias [3]. 
Again the proce~·s· ts. a milling type operation in which the two control 
.,. 
variables are speed and feed. One important difference .jn the Adaptive 
Control Tool that was developed and is· currently being :rp.arke:ted by ,the: :ebmpttr.1.y·· 
is. that temperature is not- us>:ed :as ·.a process par~fuele:r ,stn.ce tney· felt it: could 
.. 
not ]:>e reliably sensed ,in a production environment. ,.,This· ts maillly· ·because:·, 
~t best, only the average tool temperature can be: .me·asure.d meaning that 
' . .,. ' .. . . . . . . 3 
variable cutting conllitions seriously affect sensor-:c:alibrati~n." Note, 
" however, that the author is referring to the tool chip _thec:qnocouple technique. 
The operation of Cincinnati's Ada:ptive Qontrol tool was based on metal 
cutting research perfor.med by the company's Physical Research Department 
which "· .. 'discovered a feedback quantity composed of cutte'r torque and 
deflection sensor measurements, whose relative: res·ponse to. our five process 
3Mathias, R. A. , "Adaptive Control of the Milling Process", Paper No. 
34CP67-716 presented :at the 1EEE National Machine Tools Industry Conference, 
--..., 1967, page 10. "'"--
4Thid, page 10 . 
' •, f: 
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variables is of the same orde·r of magnitude as their respective influence on . 
. 
. . 
cutting speed for constant tool life." The five process variables mentioned 
. 
. 
abo~e were given as: 
,. 




(2) Depth of cut 
.... •I 
(3) Tool wear 
:(4)". Workpiece hardness ·-
~ ;; 
.(5:) Stiffness between tool and workpiece 
.. Jn, their design a· machining -cost fimct_ion was defined. The derivative was 
:then· tal(en-·of·the function with respeqt to spiJ+dle speed to·· obtain the optimal 




value was related to spindle torque and deflection to find their optimal values. 
The "feedback'' quantity mentioned previously was then compared to the optimal 
· ·values of torque and ~efle.ction to maintain optimal performance. Unfortunately 
the "-feedback" quantity :is not defined in any of the author's reports so that 
it is left unexplained how this is· accomplished. 
Automatic Cutting Tool Temperature Control 
To further the development of A/C machining, Jaeschke, ·zimme-rly, and Wu 
· de.signed an aut_omatic temperature control system to investigate tool temper-. 
. 
.ature as an adaptive control sensor. Their decisi'op to use cutting tool tern-
perature as a sensor was based on: 
. ' 
"(i) cutting tool temperature is one of the most -extensively studied topics 











J ' .... ---
{i_i) cutting tool te_:mpe·rature· c:,.an .be measured "on-lipe"; and 
·:(iii) cutting tool temp_erature is known to be directly correlated with tool 
life at economic cutfulg conditions. n5 
' ~ . ' 
The author's felt that before cutting tool temperature 4s a sensor is used 
~ 
·in complicated adaptive control systen1s it seemed desirable to use this sensor 
1 
in a automatic control system for the purpose of maintaining a constant cutting 
. tool temperature by varying cutting speed. The report contains both a 
• 
theoretical discussion of the model based on linear control theory, and an 
analysis of the components constituting the prototype .system. The system 
requirements were specified as: 
(1) Steady state accuracy 
~ 
. . (2) a minimum time for transient response to a change in c.utti.ng_ 
conditions, and 
1 '.. • 
(3) adaptability of the controls and instrumentation to the maching proces:s~ 
The ability of the system to maintain a temperature of a constant 
value while the cutting is in progress is of primary importance. At high. cut-
ting temperatures the time needed to change a non-desired value to the correct 
value of temperature is impo~tallt since tool-life could be greatly affected by 
tool-temperature in this range of operation." 6 
5Jaeschke, J.R. ,, Zimmerly, R.D., and Wu, S. M. "Automatic Cutting 
Tool Temperature Control," International Journal of Machine Tool Design 
and Research, Vol. 7, No. 4, Dec. 1967, page 465. 
,!I. 
~ 6 . . 
Opcit, page 467. 
1.9. ,.,.. 
. .. :.~ .. 
p . I. 
· .... _,_ .... .,~,·\ 
' . 
··t.he results ·-and: conclusions of the report.-help to· illustrate the problems 




. {1) Re-spons:e time to a ship change in temperature is between 8 to 10 
0 
seconds .• 
·(2) An important characteristic of the tool chip thermo¢ouple, which 
makes it's use impractical in shop operations, is that the tool must not 
become disengage.a· from the workpiece. If this occurs an open circuit is 
produced which causes instrumentation problems that can not be easily solved; 
and 
..• 
·1. (3) The signal ·received from the tool chip thermocouple is noisy due to 
the frequent shortening of the thermo.couple by the chips. The noisy signal ' r. n 
,, 
---
can be rectified usip.g a filter, however this adds another time lag to the 
syste1?1. 
. ... ~ .. 
Recent Studies in ·Temperature Sensor Techniques 
The importance of temperature in machininghas'beertestablishedformany· 
·ye·ars. ~e tool-tip temperature is a direct measure of the cutting process 
energy level; and also greatly affects tool life and tool wear. For these reasons 
it is hard to visualize an effective machining control system which does not use 
this process variable. From the preceding discussion it c.an be seen that. 
temper,a~re has not failed to give an adequate indication of the system state, 
or of tool wea:r, but that the technique of sensing the temperature is inaccurate 
and unsuitabl~ for such a dynamic proc.ess. Because of this variable's n~: . 
. 
importance, and the failure of the tool chip thenp.ocouple to accura~ly 
·:; 20 I, 
'/ 
. : .. 














. . \J 
measure the temperature, rese_arch has continued .. Many alternative 
approaches have been proposed. For several years now an experimental ' 
' . 
technique involving a moving, photoconductive, infra-red radiation detector 
·· whic~ scans the flank surface of the tool while cutting; has been under study 
in·the Metal Cutting Laboratory in the University of Illinois [5]. Another 
; 
method, called the Remote T};lermocouple technique, has received considerable 
.. 
. attention at Lehigh University. The purpose of the thermocouple is to use the 
heat generated at the cutting interface to ·produce a voltage signal proportional 
to the temperature at a desired point on the lower surface of the tool insert. 
Unfort11nately the tool chip thermocouple was dependent on the junction at the 
tool chip interface. The Remote Thermocouple technique senses the temper-
ature at the bottom of the tool insert and is independent of the tool chip 
:jµnction. 1Jiis effe-ctively eliminates the problems cited at the end of 
• 
_Ja;eschke's, Zimmerly's, and Wu's Report, and which has led to the 
elimination of temperature in several adaptive control schemes. Some of 
the earliest work on the Remote-tool Thermocouple can be found in 
References [6], [7], and [8]. 
In a paper publi_shed by M. P. Groover and G. E. Kane, a scheme was de:-
··vised " ... for measuring the tool tip temperature which is ba~ed on standard 
' 7 } thermocouples located at some point on the tool remote from the cutting edge.'' 
· The distinguishing feature of the study was that it used two thermocouples to 
estimate the tool chip temperature. Their work involved two phases: 
7
-Groover, M. P. and Kane, G. E. , "A Continuing Study in the i:letermina-
tion of Temperatures in Metal Cutting Using Remote Thermocouples," Journal 









·· .(~)- "Simulation of the 'he-at transfer_ process ip a cutting tool on the digital 
computer. This simulation and accompanying analysis lead to the 
derivation of the analog computational equation . 
. (2) ·The second phase of the research was concerned with validating the. 
results of the computer simulation in the turning operation. 118 
The model they developed was based on the finite difference method (See 
,.I Part III) of solution applied to the Fourier Equation using boundary conditions 
which· represented the physical configuration of an insert type cutting tool and 
·bolder. _,:They folID.d that T , the tool-tip temperature '' ... could be estimated ' :. ·. . 0 
-b·y :an. equation- :of the for-111 
:9. 
:T ·=. aT: + b .dT1 - c.T· n 
.. o . ·1 . . tlt-. . .. -2 
,.,~ •• w~_ % _w-•••, 
·( . 
The constants a; b, ap,q· c. ·can be, determined empirically, and the locations 
. 
. 
of the ten.iperature·s T1 and T2. ·are shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 3. Tool Insert 
. -
8Ibid, page 604. ... 
\ l'· • 9 . . . .. 
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.. . . Jn their conclusions the author's :Stated that.they found the remote thermo-- , 
. . 
coup.le technique relatively insensitive to variation in tool material and work 
material when compared to the tool-chip·· thermocouple technique. Subsequent 
research has been conducted ~t Lehigh along the lines of: 
(1) Developing an accurate·model of the heat transfer process ~tween. 
' 
the tool-tip temperature and a remote tool location, which includes 
the effects of tool wear, and 
J. (2) correlating the remote tool temperature with such proc:e.s_s: ·var.tables. 
~s tool wear [l] . 
. . ;_.: ·~ 
The· ultimate goal of all these efforts is to incorporate the remote tool 
' ' 
temperature in an adaptive control scheme. Based on this background, the_· 
simulated adaptive control system developed in conjunction with this thesis ·· 
uses a remotely sensed temperature as a process var~able. 
J· 
:e . 
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PART III - MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
A. ·Proposed Model of a Machining System 
This portion of the thesis is devoted to defining the characteristics which 
relate the inputs and outputs in Figure 2. The organization of the proposed 
. . 
.machining system is shown in Figure 4.. The p·rimary objective of. the system 
is to maintain optimal closed-loop control of the cutting process. This is 
done .. in a manner similar to the Bendix Design, using continual adjustments 
to spindle veloc1ty and cutter feedrate to gain optimal performance. A brief 
description of the diagram illustrated in Figure 4 will help to introduce the 
functions of each of the blocks and the general flow of signals_ throughout 
system. 
The process will be characterized first, since it is essential to know what 
is to be controlled. . The cutting process is basically a shear deformation pro-
cess. "The energy consumed per unit time or, in other words, the power, is· 
the product of cutting force and velocity as given in Eq. (1). Thus 
~.:J' 
.,·, 
. I I; 
P == F V = F V /33, 000 hp . 
C S C S · 
Eq. (1) 
If the power-is divided by the volume of material cut, the specific energy, 
that is, the energy per unit volume of metal removed, is obtained. 
.:- ·l. 
..... 'l . 
24 :·· 
. ! ~ ···t 
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_ __. A.CUTTING PROCESS 
80 = [a+bt+c(t-600) 2] v1</fK2d1<3 
TEMPERATURE INPUT 
ALTERNATIVES 
POWER INPUT - Fcv5 / 33,000 HEAT INPUT 
8. HEAT TRANSFER IN TOOL 
GENERAL TOOL THERMODYNAMICS 
~[828 + 828 + 828 J + q = _d_B_ 
ec [8 x2 8 y 2 - 8z 2 p c d t 
q= RATE AT WHICH HEAT OR WORK IS 
ADDED TO THE SYSTEM PER UNIT VOLUME 
q: (SHEARING OF WORK MATERIAL ENERGY) +(FRICTION ENERGY) 
IT MAY BE POSSIBLE TO EMPIRICALLY CALCULATE THE SHEAR AND FRICTION 
ENERGY INPUT USING Fe 8 Vs 
' 
_,. 
ANALOG HEAT TRANSFER MODEL 
' ~z tJ:-t . 
T '~0~" ~T (e:+e; -200~ 2 ... LlX I A 2 + 
5 uz --
, f 
_ EMPIRICAL FORMULA 




DETERMINING CUTTING FORCE 
_ METAL REMOVAL RATE - MPR 
. . 
-- M PR=. f d v5 
LATHE DYNAMICS 









8. TRIAL 8 ERROR 
C. MUGELE 'S 
D. ROSENBROCK 'S 
2. PONTRYAGIN 's METHOD 
--
IF CONSTANTS ARE 
SOME KNOWN FUNCTION 
OF SHEAR STRENGTH, ~ ELASTICITY, ETC. THEN 
CHANGES CAN BE 
-
MADE IN 8s 
-
I 
EVALUATION OF INDEX 
OF PERFORMANCE 
0~ B~I 
W0 -MAX. ALLOABLE WEAR 
A-DOWN TIME FOR TOOL CHANGE 
IF WEAR CONSTANTS 
ARE SOME KNOWN 
=- FUNCTION OF Fe -
MAY CHANGE WEA,R 
EXPRESSION 
.· 
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P F V 
U .~ =-- C S = 
. bt V bt V 







~: . . 
F =·cutting force perpendicular to the face of the to.<?l 
C 
V = spindle velocity 
·.·.s 
_b: = width of cut 
tw = depth of cut 
,.\. 
The total specific energy is primarily consumed in the specific energy · 
required to cause shear failure of the workpiece, and as friction specific 
energy, generated as the chip slides across the tool face. 
In any proc·ess or system the generalized coordinates which uniquely 
define the' position of the system are of primary concern, since they are 
required to calculate the system's energy level. In the cutting process, 
energy is converted into heat and therefore temperature is the significant 
coordinate. For example if we know the temperature at the tool-chip inter-
face and the temperature distribution in the tool, the energy transfer process 
from the workpiece through the tool can be evaluated. This process is 
described by Fourier's Equation so that theoretically t~e temperature and 
( - -
energy level ~t any point on the tool can be determined. .! 
10
vidosic, J.P., Metal Machining and Forming Technology, Ronald 
Press Company, New York, New York, 1964, page 361. -~--. 
. . " 











\ . :· 
' 
" 
Assuming we hb.ve .calculated or sensed the desired tool or cutting process 
... 
. _temperature(s), this value .and:the instantaneous values of spindle velocity, 
feedrate, and depth of cut are fed into the blocks which relate these variables 
to the predetermined system parameters. The choice of these paramete·rs 
. . 
. 
vary with different.operations. They are based on $.u.ch criteri.a as production· 
. p 
' ' 
rate,· ·cost, a precision tolerance, or a surface finish. The simulated system 
developed for this thesis uses lmetal removal rate and toql wear rate as it's 
parameters. 
The feedback loops shown in Figure4 are information inputs to the tool 
·---·wear rate equation. As will be explained in Section D, the causes of tool wear 
.vary, and therefore the predominant variables contributing to each form of 
,, wear vary. Although the information loops were not used in the simulated 
system, 'tlie proposed idea would be to detect changes in the process variables 
so. that the type of wear might be determined and the corresponding wear rate 
equation used. 
The metal removal rate and tool wear rate are sent to the block which 
,. 
combines them in a relation defining the performance index. The index of 
performance is evaluated and then optimized. The two types of optimization 
methods considered were search procedures and calculus of variations 
techniques. The difference in these· two types. will be explained in Section F . 
. The· optimization procedure calculates the required increments to spindle 
velocity and feedrate, which are added to the last values of these control 
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Ip th~ :atitual physical system the reJ~tionship. between the sensor output . - ' \ ,. -~ 
signals, the command input signals and the actual variables must be established 
to determine the variable's time response (lag) to the--.signal. ~he lag will be 
r 
dependent on the design of the machine used and the signal noise created during 
the oiieration .... 
This briefly describes the fuil..ctions of each block; the following settions 
--="'\ 
will analyze their characteristics _and determine how the characteristics affect. 
\ 
.. the transfer function of each one. 
. 
. B. Process Model - Cutting Dynamics 
4> 
The important areas of consideration in the cutting process are shown in 
Figure 5. The characteristics of each ar~a ar~ as follows [10]. 
.... :·:.:···· 
:.• •·, .. 
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" 
Region 1 - This ts called the shear· are:a where plastic flow is separating 
.. 
the deformed metal from the workpiece. The shearing stres·s developed alo~g 
the flow plane.largely determines the power consumption. 
Region 2 -This is the tool-chip interface area. As· the chip moves away 
from the workpiece it slides over the tool face causing friction and generating 
heat. This results in a rise in the temperature of the workpiece causing 1 
thermal wear. 
r· 
I .. . 
Region 3 - This -is the machined surface whose character is largely 
\ 
de.termined by conditions in the other two regions. 
In order to determine the relationships between variables such as cutting 
l 
fo.rce, tool-tip temperature, spindle velocity, feed, depth of cut, etc., the 
usual procedure is to develop an empirical formula based on data obtained 
under the desired cutting conditions. · For this reason it is as important to 
understand curve fitting techniques as it iSf the theory behind cutting 
.. 
mechanics. Thefdvantage of the empirical formula is that we can relate 
. 
the·. acces~sible process variables or those variables which can be sensed. 
··-· 
Most theoretically developed formulas are based on quantities such as shear 
I . 
stress, undeformed chip thickness, undeformed shear angle, etc.·, which 
are hard to determine in off-line experiments let alone in an on-line cutting 
i,·· operation. For example, in Vidosic [10], the development of the expressions 
for the forces (and other cutting quantities) in an orthogonal cutting operation 
~ 
. 


















_ tJJ r cos ( f - \\(.) 
sin 0 cos (<$ +@ - °'-) 
, ay. 
F - cuttmg force perpendict1lar· to the tool face C 
- shear stress in shear plane. 
i. 
t - undeformed chip thickness 
b - width of cut 




- angle between the resultant force and the normal to the rake 
face, or friction angle 
__ .---:·,, :- ~ 
..,...___ 
o<. - tool rake angle 
The derivati<;_n of this formula (and the others developed in [10], p~es 
:355 - 357) is based on the following conditions: 
" (1) Ideal orthogonal cutting at constant speed 
(2) The depth of cut used results· in a continuous chip 
' (3) There are no forces on the side of the tool or on the clearance 
surfaces 
(4) The shear surface is plane 
(5) The chip does not flow transverse to its length 
(6) · The tool is perfectly sharp; no wear is present. " 11 \1),,1_,., ',,.1 




vidosic, J, P., Metal Machining alld F0I'IDing Technolog,y, nonaJd Press 








· Obviously these -condlti'ons :are difficult, if not impos.sible to obtain in a shop 
operation. Examination of the force equation illustr~tes it's dependency ·on: "' 
--~· ............ 
·--- --- ·--·---·· .----····-·: - -- -----·· --·-·--·---·-······'··-- ··-·------ -- -- . -- - ~ ..... - - ···-- ·- -:·---- . --.- . , .. - - .. -- - - - -- - - --· .. ..: .. __ ..,._ --· ···- ····-· .... ··--·--------·---- ---··· -· 
---------- ... ---------~ ... ---···. -----
_,,,, ________ --- - -- . - - - ---- -- --- --------··---
(1) · Shear stress in shear plane, 
. 
(2) Undeformed shear angle 0 
(3) Friction angle 
.Presently, it is impossible to measu-re ~ ~11-line and ~iily an approximation 
::of the angle can be obtained in an off-line procedure that is based on the continu-
,. ·-
lty theorem (See [lOJ, page 360). Fortunately, it is possible to measure 




formulas developed for the- .Simple orthogonal cutting process, or derived for 
even more complex operations [11, 19] are valuable in that they acquaint us 
with the variables, and the form of the relationships which define the desired 
cutting quantity. 
The preceding discussion ·was the basis of the attack to determine the 
desired cutting parameters used in the simulated system. Each facet of the 
cutting operation was studied theoretically, but the formula defining the 
• quantity was determined empirically. For example, after researching 
several authors, such as Tourret [14], it was found that the general form of 
· the relation expressing the forces perpendicular and tangential to the tool · 
flanks and cutt:ing face was, 
















K. is a constant dependent on velocity, feed, depth of cut and condition 
o{ the tool or the amount of· tool wear 
Although the cutting force was not used as a cutting parameter in the 
"' model developed in this thesis, it should definitely be used in a more sophis~ 
.ticated model as either a process input or as a wear determinant, or both. 
The tool-tip temperature, e , is a result of the energy released in the 0 . 
shear cutting process on the work material and the friction process at the 
tool-chip interface. Theoretically, the energy required to cause shear 








t - depth of cut 
w 
V. , ~ shear velocity S·. y 
·b-: - feed 
w 
V - spindle velocity 
s 
- shear angle 
V 
s 
A V . vs S 8v V 
- -
- -
sin 0 bt V V 
w .s s 
and the energy released at the tool.-chip interface or friction. sJ>e¢1fic energy, by 
F V F s:in ~ µ _. r· c __ r __ _ 
f - bt V - bt cos (~ - c< ) 
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~ sliding· velo·city :of' the chip ove·r·~the :to.-ol ·-
. - friction force ' ~ l· . .... •.. i',; ; :'' . . ''. ~ . ! ,;.' .-._ ·.·, 
ex. - tool rake angle 
and b, t , 
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· The tool-tip temperature is not constant but distributed over the tool-
chip contact length as shown in Figure 6. In a more sophisticated model of 
the heat transfer process, the actual temperature distribution· instead of an 
average temperature might want to be used. For a theoretical derivation of · 
9 , the reader may refer to Shaw [11], however for practical applications the 0 
empirically developed formula again proves easiest to obtain and most useful. 
From machining data generated in the Industrial Engineering Laboratory at 
Lehigh, the following relationship was determined between the control inputs, 
V and f, and the tool-tip temperature 9 : S , 0 
Eq. (3) 
This equation was obtained using a sharp tool insert. As wear develops on 
the cutting face ap.d flanks of the tool, the amount of energy released increases 
· causing Q to increase. In Eq. (3) K will increase with wear effecting this 0 ; 
rise. 'Experimental evidence [l] indicates that wear 'appears to inc.rease 
linearly with time over the useful life of the tool. To account for tool wear 
and the subsequent temperature rise, Eq. (3) was modified using the relation-
. ' f 
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K. and .. t1me:.. The nhal ·equation· us-ecf was.;: r 
_Q 
0 
.. · .•... n n n3 
.. . . · __ . ... 2 1 2 
- [A + 'Bt. ·.+ C (t - 60.0J ] V f d 
.· .. . . s 
where 
d - ·.constant == • 05 inches 
· .. A "'"'.'. 3 55. 7 
b -~ • 2 
c: : •. 1 
n - 107965 - • 
·3 
n - 03399 









The· constants were obtained by taking the natural log of Eq. (3), and 
determinjng the values of the transformed variables, In V , ln f, and ln d, 
s 
V • 
using a least squares linear regression analysis. The only drawback of the 
empirical expression is that for every new work material, new constants must 
be folUld. This problem could be solved by relating 9 to spindle velocity, 
- 0 
feedrate, and a material property, such as shear strength or hardness. The 
empirically derived equation would then serve a greater range of cutting 
0 operations •. 
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.C. Tool Heat Transfer Model 
._~ I .~ 
The mechanics behind the cutting process surveyed jn the last part of this 
section create the inputs and outputs which determine the system state. The 
cutting energy level and energy state of the tool are sensed via the tool-tip 
temperature and temperature distribution thrqugh the tool insert. In short 
.. 
the heat tr~sfer process defines the system state which is to be controlled 
and ts there·f9r·e the·,.main concern of the process. A theoretical development 
of the system inputs is not really necessary since empirical relations can be 
obtained from machining data. 
The significance of the dynamic·s' of the heat gene ration and transfer . 
. process may already be obvious from the discussion of the remote thermo-
couple technique development in Part II. A review of some previous 
research and development efforts, dealing with te·mperature in machining, 
will further illustrate it's importance; and also provide the sequence of events 
which led to the investigation and use of the remote thermocouple as an 
adaptive control sensor. 
Taylor [13] was probably one of the first to emphasize the importance of 
temperature in determining the tool~life. Some of the earliest work on the 
problem of measuring tool..::"tip temperature was reported arotmd 1925 by 
Shore [15], Gottwein [16], and Herbert [17], who, working independently of 
each other developed the tool-chip thermocouple, which is still the most 
, 
commonly used temperature measurement scheme. More in-depth studies 
of the temperature distribution on the tool face-aand flanks; and the effect of 




-". ·' J •. l 
.. 
wear on th.e temperature distribution ~ere conducted by such notable 
researcher's as Trigger and c·hao [37] in an effort to add more significance 
. 
to the m~aningof the average temperature sensed by the earlier developed 
tool-chip thermocouple. The attempts of vartous research efforts to incor-
porate the tool-chip thermocouple in an adaptive control scheme have already 
been referenced in Part II. The drawbacks which seriously limited it's use in · 
( practical ship operations were [9]: 
. ', ... , 
\ I 1 j 'I I 1 ' ' 
. (1)' The calibration procedure is-time .consuming and would be difficult to 
perform accurately and economically in a shop operation. 
I (2) The calibrated relationship is very sensitive to variations in chemical I 
compositions of work material and tool material.· 
(3) The tool-chip thermocouple produces a characteristically noisy signal, 
due to the dynamic nature of the cJiip formation process and to 
occasional short-circuiting of the chip curling back against the tool. 
(4) The time lag created when a filter is used to rectify the noisy signal. 
(5) The thermocouple yields measurements of questionable accuracy when 
the tool exhibits signs of wear. 
As explained earlier, to overcome· these problems various alternative 
schemes were prqposed, one of which was the Remote Thermocouple Method. 
Figure 7 illustrates the locations of the remote sensors on the cutting insert. 
An important characteristic of the Remote Thermocouple Method, 
mentioned briefly in Part I, Section D, is that the1re definitely exists a correla-
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TOOL HOLDER. DESIGN 
Figure ·7. Tool Insert and 1,folder Design 
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appears linear in nature (See [l]).. It was, also explained that this relation-
, . 
I • 
ship might only be expected since the dist~ce, A X, . between the cutting face 
and the remote temperature location is decreasing; and the energy input 
area, A, (area of contact between the chip and the tool) was increasing. This 
can be verified-by examining the formuia for heat transfer by conduction (also 
see Figure 8) 
-kA dT 
dX 
~XI -BEFORE WEAR 
~X2 -AFTER WEAR 
Figure 8. Initial Cutting Mechanics 
. dT 
We see that if A and/or dX increases (which results if .6 X decreases) 
then 'J, c will increase. An exception to this may occur in the first few 
minutes of cutting. Initially there is only crater wear and no flank wear in 
' 
'many turning oper~tions. Ideally the heat flow may be visualized as in Figure 
8. Heat enters through area A, and flows _through the tool and into the air gap 
between the tool flank and the w·ork material. As flank wear develops· the work 
material comes in contact with the tool flank. ·rrne·oulk of the work material 
39 
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-,:f-s at a considerably lower temperature than the average temperature of the 
cutting environment. This··causes the work material to act as a heat sink 
during.the first .... few n:finutes (wear-in period).of cutting rmtil the steady state 




q0 DURING WEAR-IN PERIOD 
Figure 9. Development of Flank Wear 
· For reasons discussed previously the tool-tip temperature has always 
been the major concern. The advantages of the Remote Thermocouple 
Method can only be realized if a satisfactory model of the heat transfer 
.process through the tool can be developed relating the remote temperature 
, 
(or temperatures} with the tool-tip temperature. The basic energy relation 
describing the flow of heat through an interior element dx dy dz (Figure 10), 
with no heat being generated within the element is given by"the familiar 
Fourier Equation (18). 
-
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q -- HEAT FLOW (BTU/ UNIT TIME) 
q - HEAT GENERATED INTERNALLY 
8 - TEMPERATURE 
t - TIME 
,, 
Figure 10. ,fieat Flux Through Element dx dy dz 
~ .. 
This form of the equation is extremely hard to solve. A more · practical 
approach for simulating the heat transfer process was inspired by the 
esea:rch of Lipman, Nevis, and Kane [12]. Their computational ~ .. 
technique empl~ys the finite difference method to solve the Fourier 
Equation with boundary conditions which repres~nt the physical configuration . r 
'1 
" '; .. ,·\.: \ 
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· · of the tool insert and holder. The Fourier Equation is then transformed into 
,a system of finite difference equations. The derivation and general form of 
Eq. (5) as approximated by the finite difference procedure is as follows 
[ 18]: 
I I I lly I • 8(n, n) I 
I I 
B(n+l,n) 8( n -1, n) 
fl 8( n, n-1) 
.., .. qOUTy 
Figure 11- Two Dimensional Heat Transf~r Model . for Approximating 
the Fourier Equation by the Finite Difference Method 




Q(n-1,n)] + k ~·xb [9(n,n+l) - Q(n,n)] -
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Time is the only independent coordinate in the above equation. The 
infinitesimal dimensions dx, dy, and dz become finite dimensions Ax, 
A y, and A z, and are expressed as constants determined for the particular 
model. The smaller the values of A x and .ll y, the more accu~ate the 
model. The area surrounding Q is often referred to as a node, and 
n,n 
the method then describes the heat input and output of a node of uniform 
temperature. Again, the great.er the number of nodes, the more accurate 
I 
the process. A small (therefore inaccUl'.ate) morl of the machining process 
showing the tool insert, to9l holder and chip · is illustrated in Figure 12. 
The model will be useful only if the followmg quantities are known: 
Q · - average tool-chip interface temperature 
0 
9 - ambient temperature 
a 
k1 - combined thermal conductivity of chip and insert 
k2 - combined thermal conductivity of chip and holder 
k3 - combined thermal conductivity of insert and holder 
k4 ~ thermal conductivity of insert 
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I' 
h1 ~ convective coeffic-ien~ between insert and ambient 
h2 - convective coefficient between' tool holder and am\ient 
C 1 - specific heat of insert 
C 2 - specific heat of tool holde~ 
,. 
\ --el -density of ins~ 
e 2 - density of tool holder 
.f 
Heat transfer through the model shown in Figure 12 can then be q.escribed 
• 
by fourteen equations whose general form is identical with Equation (6). 
After some algebraic manipulation the process may be reduced to the follow-
, 




...:.-- Eq. (10) 
Eq. (11) 
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The constants, A. (i ·= 1 - 54) are of the general form 
1 
~ 
k 1 } 1· 













In the actual derivation the combined tool holder-insert geometry will 
cause the constants to be much more complicated. Equations 6-21 can be 
i 
expressed in the matrix form shown on the next page. ·· The general eqJation ,..,, 
of this matrix is 
9 -AQ + B 
- -- _. 
where 9 == U 
0 
Eq. (23) 







9 00 A.-2 Al 0 A3 A4 0 0 .Q, 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 00 Bl 
I • 
-~· 
9 01 A5 A6 0 0 0 . A7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 01 0 ,, 
9 10 0 0 AB AlO 0 0 A9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 10 B2 
• 
A12 All 9 11 0 A15 A13 0 0 A14\ 0 0 0 0 0 :o ·9' 11 B3 
.... ·-i • 





; r-Q13 0 A22 0 0 A21 A23 0 0 0 A24 0 0 0 0 Q. 0 I 'i : 13 /1: 
,__ 
! ,. 






+ I [Q l 
I ' • -
ol 
t 9 21 0 ·O .• 0 A30 0 0 A29 A31 A32 0 0 A33 0 9 21 .0 
i 
• 9 22 0 0 0 0 ·A35 0 0 A34 A36 A37 0 0 A38 0 9 22 0 
l 
. 
• 9 23. 0 0 0 0 0 A40 0 0 A39 A41 0 0 0 A42 9 23 0 ' l ~ I ,,. 
A41 
l 9 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A42 . . A43 0 0 9 30 0 ;;;/ I .,. 
9
s1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A45 0 ·o A44 A47 A46 0 9 31 0 
• t 
. 





















Thi:s :fs generally referred to ~s the.state variahle_,form of the· system 
equations and is the first ·step in a .system optimizing s.trategy, based on the 
·state variable approach, called the ·Pontryagin Prlll:ciple. This topic will 
• 
·be :dtscussed in Section F ~ 
' , •·I·, "l 
. . ·. .{{ . \ '·, : ,,·. .. . ·.·· ·,,, .. ·~, .. ::// .. . ;. As was implied earlier the usefi1Jness of Eq. (24:)depends upon-the;,> -· ·: 
,,,:;: . 
. ,. 
evaluation of the constant matrices A and B. It was shown on pages 43, 45 
-
that these constants are combinations of the materials thermal conductivitie·s', 
. 
. . 
convection coefficients, specific heats, dens.ities, and nodal dimensions 
(A,X, 1:,. y, A z). All these quantities must be empirically determined, espe-
cially in the tool-chip interface area, since the properties such as conductivity, 
density, and specific heat are all functions of temperature, ·time, and physical 
change in the tool during the cutting operation. Once their operational ranges 
are known, an average or limiting value (this value will depend on the system 
/• 
safety factor) can be substituted into Eqo (24). 
With the tool-tip temperature, 9 , which is the input or forcing function 
0 
to the system, already determined, and the matrices~ and~ evaluated,· the 
: .. ·· system equations may be programmed on a computer for the simulation. The 
basic problem with the finite difference technique is that the more accuracy 
we desire, the more nodes and functional relationships we need, and the 
computer time_ needed to run the process increases. The accuracy of the 
. 
-process is then limited by the number of nodes it t.akes to obtain a one to one 
relationship between cutting time ~d comp1;1.ter time.·· If the computer time is 
. . 





. An alternative approach· of finding a model of the heat transfer process, 
which helps to overcome the above problem,· was to use the familiar empirical 
technique. A relationship bet\yeen the· input 9 0 and the output temperature . 
of the process, which in my case, was the remote tool temperature shown 
in Figure 3, was established on the basis of cutting data obtained in the 
_Industrial Engineering Laboratory at Lehigh. Graphs of the remote temper-
ature, Qr versus time, showed that the relation-ship between the input 
temperature Q0 , 9 1, and time might be approximated by a second order .. 
equation (see graph on next page) of the form: 
- k Eq. (25)1- .•• 
Where the constants k1 r 1, and"'[ 2 were evaluated using a non-linear ·· 
least square~ curve fitting method based on a step-wise Gauss-Newton 
Iteration technique (see program BlVIDX-85 in appendix). T;lle model obtained 
\ showed fairly accurate results (see appendix) and was 11.s:ed ili my simulation. A 
model was also developed based on the theoretical derivation of a second-
. order (two nodes) system which was a little more complex and accurate than 
the above equationo It's general form was 
/ 
9 
'' ' 1 ~ ',. •"; 
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In Equation (25) the values of the constants were found to be: 
_.)· . 
k =. 7056 
Equation (26) was transformed into the following form to simplify· the pro-
grammilig. 
A ('L 2S+l) 
.. 




) 9 o 
In this case the constant values were: 
A =. 30183 
'"C 2 = 2. 0323 
R =. 19914 1 





The only temperatures or state variables needed to evaluate the parameters 
for the proposed system model in this thesis are 9 0 and 9 1. Therefore this 
~ 
empirical procedure seems to have solved the problem of describing the 
heat transfer process, and in much less time than the nodal analog simula-
tion. The disadvantage of this technique is that it does not describe to total 
state of the system as thoroughly as the nodal method. For example if at 
some future time a means of evaluating tool life, or another cutting criteria, ~ 
was established on the basis of the temperature distribtuion on the tool 
flanks or face (top or bottom), this equation could no longer pe used. 
51 





The empirical procedure, and resulting heat_ transfer equation has one 
other very important advantage, besides time. The nodal equations (6-21) 
were developed on the premise that the,only change to the system was the 
energy input. It has already been establis}:led, however, that the constants 
in the ~ matrix, are not constants, but functions of time and temperature. 
Another previously mentioned source of system variation is tool w.ear. In 
most cutting operations as time increases the tool will wear on the cutting 
face, and tool flanks. Typical graphs of flank wear versus time are shown 
on the next page. In order to account for wear in the nodal method, the 
dimensions A x and o y, in t;h.e area of the cutting edge and face would 
have to change as functions of time, probably in a decreasing manner. Nodes 
might also have. to be efiminated. This increased complexity would add 
greatly to the simulation time. Using the empirical method, however, tool 
wear is accoID1ted for inherently, simply because the derived equation is 
based on data obtained under the actual cutting conditions. 
The advantages of the empirical method, therefore, are time and it's 
inherent response to tool wear, while the advantage of the nodal method is 
it's total description of the system state. The decision of which method to 
use, ~r whether to employ a combination of the methods will probably 
depend on the number of variables needed to evaluate the system criteria. 
·-··-··· ='" • ..,. -.,. • .., •• ,. -----.,.·-·,·,cc,--··- ,-....,.._._,.~=----· 
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D. System· Parameters ·Affecting Tool Life 
' 
This se·ction initially discusses. the important p"arameters which influence 
tool life, such as tool wear. It then discusses the various forms of tool wear; ., 




At what point does one define the ·end of tool life? The tool has failed at 
the instant it ceases: to perform satisfactorily based on the following cutting 
criterion: , ... : 
(1) 
(2) 
Cutting forces incre·ase greatly 
Power consumption increases uneconomically 
"" 
(3) Surface finish fails to ~eet specifications 
(4) Tool temperatures become excessive 
·(5) Tool wear rate becomes unreasonable 
·(6) The tool ruptures or fails· due to excessive temperature 
(7) A combination of the above. 
., . 
Any one of these criteria may be used to determine the end of tool life. · 
Tool failures are usually. categorized into three areas:·· 
(1) Temperature Failure - The properties of the tool material may vary 
with temperature, diminishing in hardness and strength with increased 0 
temperature. Thus an excessive energy input which creates a rise 






( 2) Tool - Point Rupture -A failure of this type may be due to a small lip 
angle or caused by a back rake angle, or relief angle which is so 
large relative to the .strength of the insert that the entire tip breaks. 
off. · · 
'~ ,, 
( 3) Excessive Tool Wear - In this case the tool wears to an extent that 
the desired tolerances of the machined parts can not be met, such as 
critical dimensional or surface finish specifications .. Spindle 
vibration and chatter may also result from excessive wear. 
E·xamples of the factors which affect tool life are: 
( 1) cutting speed 
( 2) feed 
( 3) depth of cut 
( 4) workpiece material 
( 5) tool material 
(6) geometry of the tool 
I 
(7) presence or absence of cutting fluid : 
(8) thermal conductivity 
(9) specific heat of tool material 
·I 
,. 
Q . . .. •!· 
In 1907, F. W. Taylor [13] published a monwnental paper dealing with 
research efforts in which he developed a formulation that is still the basis 
of tool life computation. The tool life-speed relationship, expressed in the 
form of the well known Taylor Tool Life Equation is·: 
V Tn = C 
s i 










V - Spindle velocity in surface feet per minute (sfm) s ~ 
·T · - · Tool life in minutes · 
n - Slope of straight time plot on lag coordinates 
C - Constant for a given combination of -cutting conditions 
' .. ,,,,,,,,,,' .... 
expressing the speed for a tool life of one minute. 
By now it should be apparent that tool life can be defined on the basis of 
many different criteria. It might be the amount of cutting time in which a 
very fine surface finish can be obtained, or the time until tool rupture. The 
choice is dependent on the operation. Other relations besides Taylor's have 
been derived to define tool life. "Ernst [10] records German investigator's 
. ' 
proposals of the following temperature-life relationship. 
where 
T (90 - 32)m·= B 
1.8 
T - tool life in minutes 
Q - tool chip interface temperature (°F) 
m - constant depending on tool material and geometry 
-.. ·.·. ~-.. ~ 
B - constant depending on the tool-work material combination1112 
12
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)1 .. :· 
.r ;·: 
Other tool life formulas may be found in Vidosic [10], pages 420-424. 
In any cutting operation which uses tolerance as .a criteria, tool wear will 
usually be an important factor. There are several types of wear, but generally 
.i. " . 
it can be categorized into .one of three broad areas: 
" ' ' 0 C -
(1) Abrasive Wear 
(2) Adhesion Wear 
-a) Temperature Welding 
b) _ Pressure Welding 
(3) Diffusion Wear 
The tool areas where wear of any type is most likely to occur are (see 
Figure 15) 
( 1) Back rake face 
( 2) Nose 
( 3) Cutting surface (cratering) 
( 4) Wear land on flanks 
BACK RAKE FACE WEAR 
.\ 
_·tt· :-~-·; . 
WEAR LAND OR 
FLANK WEAR 
Figure 15. Wear Areas 
6'1 
~' . ·c'- ' 
. r' ., 
.-' .., 
~· ··;;.,,.. 
The basic principles of tool wear are i:r~JJedded in the microstructures of 
· the tool and work materials. -· The surface of any material,· although appearing 
smooth to the naked eye, is actually a very irregular continuous surface of 
aspetjtes, which probably represent the stronger constituents of the material. 
' . 
Wear is then the .Plastic deformation, welding, shearing, or ploughing of the 
asperites of the work ·material with those of the tool, and is therefore heavily 
dependent on the work and tool materials. The basic concept behind abrasive 
or friction wear is that the stronger constituents of the work material impact 
upon the weaker asperites in the tool, and due solely to their greater shear 
strength, cause the tool asperites to shear off. This process is highly depen-
dent on the hardness, elastic properties, and geometry of the two mating 
surfaces. The true contact area at the cutting interface may be given by [llJ. 
Hd 
A = true contact area = wm 




F - cutting force perpendicular to the tool face 
C 




F - load upon an indentor that leaves a spherical indentation 







Merchant [10] showed that the. static coefficient of friction depends on the 




S - shear strength of the workpiece sa 
_ 
H - hardness of the tool insert 
The two primary operating conditions affecting wear are the rubbing speed 
and the cutting pressure. Pressure determines the compressive stress within 
the asperite junctions, while the cutting speed and composition of the material 
determine the frequency with which the asperites make contact. For any cutting 
operation it would be helpful to set up a table as shown in Figure 16. 
This table can serve as an aide in predicting the constituents of the work 
material matrix, which may cause abrasive wear; and those elements within 
the tool and work material which may fl.ow" or diffuse into each other and thus 
·wear by adhesion or diffusion. For example (see Figure 16) in steel 4340, 
molybdenum carbide (MoC, ~ = ~500) and Fer:r-ite - Chromium Carbide 
(Fe-Cr-C, ~ == 1600) are probably two of the major contributor,~ to wear of 
the Tungsten Carbide r,vc, ~ = 1500) in the tool insert. 
In general, the harder and stronger materials in the work.piece will 
wear the weaker and more brittle m~terials in the tool insert. It is also 
important to realize that the material properties of the elements, which can , · 
be obtained fro~- Engineering Handbooks, serve only as a relative basis for 
59 













Cemented Carbide Tool 




12. 3 lb/in . 
250 X 106 psi 









0- 400°F - 2. 56 x 10-6 in/in/°F 
400- 750°F - 2. 97 X 10-6 in/in/°F 
750-1200°F - 3. 28 x 10-6 in/in/°F 
1-8 microns 
212°F - 25. 6 
814°F - 25. 4 
.a_,- _ Work Material 
4340 Alloy Steel 
165 (Brinnel) 
Composition Material %. Hardness Material % Hardness· 
,. 
co 9- ·:l M .•.. -..... 0 
Ta- .8. 0 2000 C 
T. 
I 5. 5 2200 ~ 
·Nb 3.0 S· I 


















comparison, since the combination of strain hardening, cold working, .material 
phase transformations, etc., will change their actual values ,in the tool-chip 
interface area. 
The three forms of wear mentioned on page 57 are not independent; 
and of the three, abrasive wear is the primary form. For instance if a 
welded junction is formed between contacting asperites, due to temperature 
or pressure; it must have been initially formed by a diffusion process, and 
will subsequently break away by an abrasion process. The mechanics of 
abrasion wear are quite complicated. In an effort to obtain· a basic form 
of the abrasion wear expression, in terms of spindle velocity, feedrate, and 
the remote temperature, the following derivation was carried out. The final 
objective of the derivation was to use this equation as an initial estimate to 
determine an accurate formula empirically. 
The development is based on the bending and final shearing of an 
asperite under shear and compressive loads. R.eferring to Figure 17 
(see Byar'~ and Snyder [34]), 
CENTRAL AXIS~ I~ 
~ 
y 
Figure 17. . Element Under Bending Forces 
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;Fe - cutting force perpendicular to the tool face 
·F - shear force parallel to the tool.face 
s 
A - horizontal surface area of asperite 
-a 




Compressive :stress ;... -q- == F A 
C C 
The stress in the y-direction is then: 
~ = FcA - 3F s (at a point to the left of the central axis) 
.·2 
'h. 
· ~ = F A (on the central· axis} y C 
~y = F A + 3F (at a point to the right of the central axis) C S 
h2 
d ~ = F (h)(h)(h/2) = 6F an L s s xy . -
h(h3) h. h2 
12 
.~ 
The energy needed to cause an asperite to fracture is equal to the sum 
of the elastic strain energy plus the energy needed for fracture under the 
conditions at the tool-chip interface. The work done by the tool caused by 
t. 
. 














C - specific heat 
(see Sonntag and VonWylen [35]) 
Q - tool chip interface temperature 
0 
For a brittle material, such as ttmgsten carbide, the stress-strain relation-
ship might be described by the process shown in Figure 18 [34] . 
(jyf 




. 1 . 
Figttre·t_:s.. Typtcal Stress-Strain Relationship for a Brittle Material 
.... , .•••• _ .. ~J• ·• ·, 
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r - shear stress on asperite 
xy 
- shear strain on asperite 
"' 
n-- - shear stress needed to cause fracture 
. \.., xyf 
"'1 - shear strain at fracture 0 xyf 
'\fy - axial stress 
- axial stress needed to cause failure 
- axial strain at failure 
Let U - total energy to cause fracture t . 
Ut = ~ f + t ('t f - 't ) + 1 (~xyf - T ) (t f ~ t ) y y . xy xy xy - xy xy xy 
-2 2 . 





T = F A + 3F (asstfining the bending moment is small and that. 
·.y C a S 
h2 initial failure starts on the right side of the asperite) 













The material properties which must be known are: 
E rr - modulus of elasticity for cemented carbide· tool / 
- shear modulus for amended carbide tool 
7:; f - shear rupture stress of tool 
xy . 
2 
UT = 2._ (:F\:!Aa + 3F 8 ) + b F 8 (~yf - 3F s) + 2_ (-C:-xy -







The change in ep.ergy 1n the layer of tool immediately below the asperite 
is equal to the sum of the work· done on the asperite (strain energy) and the 
shear energy released by the work material; and dependent on the heat flow 
gradient characteristic of the tool material [11]. 
85 - TEMPERATURE AT THE SURFACE 
80 - TEMPERATURE BELOW 
THE SURFACE LAYER 
q = k A,.' !1§. 
y y /j.y 
Figure 19, Heat Flow Into Asperite 
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Using the folloWlllg notation, 
U - shear energy input to mass m s . . . 
:'_ ··."' _:._ :7,t'Y. - • :. - ;. r.s. .) - .z···: 
-- ---~-'""'"'- ....;J---' .":, -~ ~ ? . c - specific heat of tool 
~ . - small amount of mass immediately below aspe1 .. ite 
·.k - thermal conductivity in y direction y 
and 
Ut_· d~ U' ___ . ~-· :cm il 9 + k A 6 Q 
: ··:·$: 0 y X 0 .. ,._ 
lly 
-~· U -.~ F· V 
S . C Sh 
V df 
s 
CM A 9 + .k A A 9 - 1 (F _A .. + 3F_ .f2 + 6F f.J:_ f - 3F ) + 1 (L f- 6F )2+ F V 
O Y X () C a .. _S, S xy S xy S C S 
-
l!.Y E . }? Gh2 2G vdf 
Eq. (31) 
1;3ased on these three points [11]: 
1) Wear of an asperite can be defined as: 
2)- It is assumed that the depth of the segment of mass immediately 
below the asperite is so small that A 9 / A ·= O 
oQy 
3) From experimental data it can be verified that the form of the 
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the following wear expression is obtained 
" 




91) + K3 F s + K4 F s + K5 1 + K 6 





This equation led to an initial empirical formula estimate of (assuming 
the depth of cut, d, is constant), 
• . j 
,nl ,JJ.2 ,J13 n4 W = B + B t + B r· Q + B r V 0 1 ·2 1 3 s ·-·:EJq.: (33): 
which was substituted into the non-linear least squares curve fitting program 
(BMDX-85) mentioned on page 49. The results obtained using this formula, 
and the constants determined by the program,· compared favorably with the 
actual data and the formula was subsequently used in the simulation design. 
The constants, as determined by BMDX-85 were: 
BO =. 000905 
B = 10 1 
B2 = -. 001078 
B3 = 10 
n = 3.13 1 
n2 = 3.13 
n. =. 5 
.. ·3_ 
©>. 
6 .. 'f7 . 
... :=,J 







Equation (33) describes the abrasion wear process for the specific turning 
operation which ,is being simulated. -
Several equations to describe wear by adhesion for a simple sliding 
process have been proposed, and can be reviewed in Brown, Armereggo, 
and Wu [19]. One such equation deve.loped by Holm [19, page 136] considers 
the process of atomic transfer across the real area of contact, A (see page 
r 
58). The wear volume produced by sliding a distance is, 
where 
W = ~Nl 
H 
1:.. - probability of the removal of ,an atom from a surface; 
dependent upon: 
1) the atmosphere in which the process takes place 
2) materials in contact 
:3:) sliding speed 
, ... · 4) temperature 
N - normal load on surface 
~- -- -- - . . --....,- J 
.I , 
H - hardness of the softer of the two materials in contact 
Wear by adhesion can occur in the following ways [19]: 
1) Gross softening of the tool - ·The diffusion of carbon in a relatively 
deep s·urface layer of th~ tool may cause softening and subsequent 
plastic flow of the tool, producing·major changes in the tool geometry, 
u 






' 2) Diffusion of major tool constituents into the work - The tool matrix 
or major strength constituent of the. tool may be dissolved into the 
work material. and chip surfaces as they pass the tool. In cast 
alloy, carbide or ceramic tools, this may be the prime wear 
phenomenon. 
-3) Diffusion of minor tool constituents into the work - A component 
of the tool material may diffuse away leaving a surface layer with 
deteriorated material properties. For example in carbJde tools, 
the cobalt binder may be removed. 
4) Diffusion of a work material component into the tool - A constituent 
of the work material diffusing into the tool may alter the physical 
properties of the surface layer. For_ example diffusion of lead into 
. ' 




As in the case of abrasion and adhesion wear several expressions to 
calculate wear due to diffusion have been proposed. One such equation is by 
Saibel and Ling [19]. They calculate the probability of diffusion, and 
subsequently a weld forming as: 




and the probability of a weld fracturing to give metal transfer as: 
~ 
f/R.T 






' .. cw' cf - constants l 
Ew' Ef - weld and fracture activation energies 
R - universal gas constant 
T - temperature at tool-chip interface 
Saibel and Ling used the above expressions to describe the probability 
kin a wear expression, similar to the one proposed by Holm as: 
where 
N and 1 are as previously defined and 
~ - yield or flow stress for the weaker material in contact y 




To obtain economic efficiency i.n machining, tool life and tool wear are 
important, if not prime, factors. Their relationship to the system perfor-
mance is considered next. 
··7() 
\ 
., ." k 
·-:, 
/ 
i ...... .,...,. 
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E. Index of Performance 
On what criteria should the performance of the system be bas·ed·?-- -The- ··-· 
'""J -- -· i) . - . -·~ ·- ····- ---~---------····-··--------····--·---~ ······- ··- -·-·-----
. 
answer to this questio.n depends solely on the machining operation. Many 
manufacturing e.nvironments are chiefly co.ncerned with producing a part in 
quantity, and within the prescribed dimensional limits. In such operations 
a maximum production rate or minimum operating cost will be the goal. 
Attaining optimum economic results under these conditions requires the 
elimination of causes of unpredictable tool life. When custom-made precision: 
parts are being produced, however, an extra fine surface finish, or critical 
dimensional tolerance will usually serve as the index of performance, and 
the production cost, although a factor, will .not be the most important criteria. 
In this section two alternate forms of a performance index, based on 
economic criteria, are derived. The initial derivation is taken from the 
Bendix Report [2], arid establishes a figure of merit. The figure of merit is 
" 
very useful whe.n search optimization methods are employed. Since the 
general format of the s-imulation model developed for this thesis was taken 
from the Bendix Report,, their figure of merit was also used in the simulated 
model design for the thesis. The second derivation proceeds in a manner 
very similar to the Bendix development. The main difference is that the final 
result is an integral performance index expressed in terms of the control 
variables and state variables. The performance index in this form can then 
1; 
be used in the Pontreyagin Optimization Procedure (discussed in Part III -




...... . ,. . 
As has already been stated, in the Bendix Corporation Report [2] tJ?.e system 
performance of the milling operation is "· .. quantitatively described by a suitably 
defined figure-of-merit. This is a single number, H,. the· magnitude· of which 
is a me_asure of the degree to which process operation satisfies certain pre-
determined criteria. " 13 Their first step is to derive an expression for the 
instantaneous cost per unit volume of metal removed, ~ .• 
1 
Tota~ cost of removing metal _ 
·auring one tool life 
where 
K1 = direct labor rate plus overhead rate ($/min) 
K2 = (cost per grind plus initial tool cost)/(maximum number 
of· regrinds) ($) 
T = to·ol life (between regrinds) 
= down time required to change tools 
,J - 1 
'1 avg -
T 
co·st per unit volume of metal removed, 
averaged· over one tool life ($/in3) 
0 
··~ . = instantaneous cost per unit volume of metal removed 1 
0 
13
"Final 'RepOrt on the Development of Adaptive Control Techniques for 
Numerically Controlled - Milling Machines," Technical Documentary Report 








(Vol)tl - MRR dt = Total volume of metal removed over -a single 
tool life (in 3) 
. 0 
,.· -···- ·:!'·-· 
MRR - instantaneous metal removal rate (in 3 /min) 
Solving for< from Equation (36), 
. avg . 
~ avg - KT +KL +K2 1 · 1 (Vol)tl 
1 
K + .T (KlY + 'K_. ·2··.> l 
I 
1 
-T MRR. dt 
Tool wear is assumed to occur either as crater wear or wear land (flank 
wear), and in either case, increases gradually as a function of time. Letting 





'IWR. dt (in.) 
























TWR. dt - - --
0 





KT+K < . dt = K. + 1 2 
1 · l W 
1 1· 







Several of the quantities in the above expression are averaged over the 
life of the tool, an instantaneous e$pi:aession is obtained by taking the limit 






Li· i - T~O 
1 
T C: . dt 1 
0 
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r. 
This equation may be separated into two components representing costs. 
/ ~' 






=K -- +--1 MRR MRR ( 
1· )( TWR\ 
+ K2 MRR W . . ) Eq. (34) 
0 
The first term in Equation (34) isthecost due to elapsed time, or the 
reciprocal of the instantaneous production rate, and has units of minutes per 
cubic inch. T .. hus if Eq. (34) is modified by deleting the second term, a 
production rate .relation is obtained . 
. Bas'e~'.,.oll the above development, a figure of -merit, H, is then defined as 
H= 
where O ~ B = 1 
K + 1 
MRR 
• 
TWR Eq. (35) 
B = constant 
The absolute value signs indicate that only the magnitude of the quantity is 
of interest. The constant B may be adjusted to establish the performance 
criteria. When B equals zero, the criterion would be production rate only, 
while if B equals one, it would be cost only. Intermediate values of B 




The alternative derivation is adapted from Sielanann [22]. In this develop-
ment the total machining cost is used to indicate the system performance. This 
quantity is equal to the summation of: 
(1) Machine and operating cost 
(2) Tool cost 
,(3J Non-productive cost. 
These cost criteri_a are functions of feed, speed,. depth of cut, tool and 
machine characteristics, workpiece material, coolant, etc. Since many of 
these quantities vary with time, the performance will also vary with time. 
This means that the equation developed will give an instantaneous evaluation 
of the system performance. It ,should be evident. from the Bendix derivation 
that a performance index based on the average total machining cost (TMC) is 
a function of the metal removal rate (MRR) and the tool wear rate (TWR). 
The average values of the TMC, 'IWR, and MRR, are defined .as: 
T 
,. 
(TMC) - ..!. (TMC). dt E·q:. (;3'6) 
avg T 1 
0 
~ f " 







(MR,R.) = _!_ 
avg T 
(MR.R). dt 
1 Eq. (38) 
0 
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• 
where-· T is the total machining time. By taking the limit of equations 
(36-38) as the averaging period approaches zero, we obtain the in~tantaneous 






























··j The quantities used in the following derivation rep.resent their instantaneous 
. values. 
let 
TMc·· .:. Total Machining Cost 
MC - Machining and Operatmg ~ost · 
TC - Tool Cost 
NPC - Non-productive Cost. 
· then 
TMC = MC + TC + NPC 
The machining and operating cost may be evaluated as follows: 
MC - (MT) (K1) 
,. 
- • --·---- -----···--~·-----~--- -----







MT - total machining time in life: qf _a toot 
K1 - labor and .overhead rate 
The machining time i-s equal to 
.t, 
(lT/,}l (D.2 - Df2) Total volume of metal removed lJ c 1 MT - -
metal removal rate 
where 
I -- length of cut 
. C. 
D.. -- :initial diameter before cut l . 
Df - final diameter after cut 
V - spindle velocity 
s 
f - feed per revolution 
·d - depth of cut 
and 
:(_D. -- D \ 




If during the cutting operation the. depth of cut (d) and length of cut are 
held constant, then 
., 
I , 
. lT/4 1 (D.2 - D 2) 












, l V f ,.;,;;.. 
s 
The tool cost is dependent on these quantities: 
TCC - Tool Changing Cost 
TDC · - Tool Depreciation Cost 
TIC - Tool Inventory Cost 
P - Production 
TCT - Tool Changing Time, 
··. .. 
and is given by the following expression: 
~-
TC = TCC + TDC + TIC 
p 
·r:rhe tool changing cost - TCC = K (TCT) 1 
The tool changing time is usually constant and therefore TCC is constant, 
or 
: .... TCC = K4 
The tool depreciation cost per' ed~ is given by: 
TDC = (cost of disposable insert)(# of inserts us·ed' in MT) + cost of holder 
For a given operation, the above quantities are usually constant, therefore: 
·~· : '. 
-(,!,, ......... ~ :\I 
TDC = K . 5 ~ 
\. 
r::rhe: tool inventory cost is equal to: 
.. 
·· TIC =(#of tools at machille +#of tools .in transit)(cost/tool)(inventorycostrate) 
. ]. 
Again, these quantities are usually constant, 
·TIC = K6. 
and the tool cost is then, 
p 
The final quantity to be evaluated in the total machining cost expression is 
the non-productive cost (NPC). The NPC is dependent on: 
LT - Load Time 
ULT - Unload Time 
NCT - Other Non-cutting Time 
and equal to 
NPC = (LT + ULT + NCT) (K1) 
Since all terms are constant, then the non-productive cost is constant for a 
given operation or 
NPC = K 8. 





K (K ) ".K )? .. 
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The production may be evaluated as follows: 
and 
P = (tool life) (metal removal rate) 
let: 
W = maximum allowable tool wear 
0 
l\.ffi.R = V fd - metal removal rate 
s 
'I'WR = tool wear rate · 
w w (V fd) 
p = o (MR.R) = o s 
'IWR. 1WR 
• 
. Q K7 
lettµi.g K1K 2 = K 9 and W d = K 10, then 0 
;,~. 
K7 TWR 





It was verified in section D that tool wear (W). may be obtained from an 
expression of the form: 
W = B + B f 1 + B f 2 9 + B f 3 V n4 






















- . .. , 
.. , 
Eq. ( 41) assumes the depth of cut is held constant.. Differentiating Eq. :(4l ). 
results in the following equation: 
n -1 n -1 n n3-1 . n.4..• . n3 .· n4-1 ~f... ... 1 . . . 2 2 • w = TWR = B n f + B n- f 9 + B f 91 + B3n3f V ..s·. + B_3n4 f Vs 1 1 2: :2. 1 2 
• After approximately one-two minutes of cutting (Ref. 34, page 7) time, 9 1 
is constant . 
Letting 
n -1 - m ... 




B3n3 - G 4 
n -1 - m. 3 3 
n -1 = m 4 · 4 
The following equation is obtained: 
' 
The general form of the wear rate equatj.on for empirical use is then 
a a a . a. \V = A f 1 + A2f 29 + A f 3v 4· 1 1 3 s 
• Fort~ 2 minutes 9 1 is not constant. From the graphs shown on page 
it appears the tempe.rature rise in the first two minutes is exponential, arid. 
the:refore. ·an.. equation of the form; 
t 4: Z. minutes 
might re,present an adequate estimatation for e1. Another approach would 
be to incorporate tlie exponential rise into a constant initial step input. 
For i: ·';? L 
..: ! 
· K 9 K10 a1 a a a 
TMC = V f + V f (A1f A f 
29 + A f 3v 4) + K + 2· 1 3 s ·.s Eq. (42) 
s s 








The performance index, Eqo (42), expressed in terms of the control inputs 
(Vs and f) and state variable (91); or the figure of merit, Eqo (35), expressed 
in terms of the system parameters (l\IBR and 1WR), actually forms the 
response surface on which the· system model is optimizedo As was -mentioned 
earlier, there are numerous optimization strategies, but the two primary 
techniques are : 
(1) Optimization by Calculus of Variations 
(2) Self-Optimizing Strategies 
The gradient method, a self-optimizing strategy, was used to optimize 
the figure of merit in the simulation model. This strategy and otb.er self-
optimizing procedures will be discussed first. In the latter portion of this 
section, the general procedure for optimizing the system performance index, 
Eq. (42), using Pontryagins Principle, a calculus of variations technique, is 
presented. 
1. Self-Optimizing Strategies (The material and diagrams under this 
topic are adapted from [24 ]. 
Gradient Method 
In strategies classified as gradient methods, probe steps are taken to 
determine the approximate local gradient of the response surface, and a_ 
larger step is then made in the steepest direction. T_he logical structure of 
a typical gradient strategy for finding the maximum value of a function 





H (f, V) is indicated schematically by the fl.ow diagram in Figure 20. In this 

























EVALUATE AND STORE 
HI 
,. 
'i: = vs +flV5 
1 ' 
EVALUATE AND STORE 
H2 
. , 
F: = F + 
llHI STEP F 
-J ~ H 12 +.6H22 
V•=V+ ~H2 STEP Vs 
• "V ~H 12 +~H2 2 
I f 




F: - denotes newly com-
puted value of feed 
V : -- denotes newly corn-
s puted value of velocity 
STEP F - A step increase 
in feed. It may be five 
to ten times the value 
of f , the probe 
p . 
STEP V - A step increase 
s 
in velocity. It may be 
five to ten times the 
value of V , the probe. 
Sp 
Hl - Hl - HO 
H2 - H2 - Hl 
Figure 20. Gradient Strategy 
:.,, 
. .... 
-;_ -~ ' - ~--·-· . 
Trial and Error Method 
In trial and error strategies the direction of a step change in an independent 
. 
variable is predetermined either sequentially or randomly. The control logic 
.then determines whether or not the step should be made based on previous 
values of performance in that direction. The logical structure of a typical trial 
and error strategy for finding the maximum value of a function H(f, V ) is 
s 




ENTER INITIA·L tor\tDITlQNS 
I I 
1 I 








IF H> H0 THEN STEP F:= 
STEP F 
IF NOT-STEP F:=-STEP F 
AND H STORED AS Ho 
IF H> H0 THEN V: = STEP V5 
I F NOT - STEP V; = - STEP Vs. 
AND H IS STORED AS H0 
Figure 21. Trial and Error Strategy 
: - ·----" .o_·. 
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Jfi the strategy shown in Figure 21, only four directions of search are used 
(±A fp' ± A Vs ). Inprinciple there is no limit to the number of possible search p . 
directions. McMillan and Rees [25] investigated the performance of an on-line 
controller employing eight search directions. · They foun.d that after a few 
trials have been run, the preferred direction of search can be indicated by 
counting the number of successful steps taken along each direction. In this 
way the least probable directions of search can be eliminated from further tria~s. 
It is possible to modify the basic trial and error, and gradient.techniques 
to improve their performance. In Ref. [24] a metal cutting simulation was 
conducted in which four variations of the above techniques were investigated. 
The variations employed can be characterized as: 
(1) Proportional Step Size - The st.ep size is made proportional to some. 
., 
predetermined rate of change of the index of performance • 
(2} Step to Peak - In this case the search proceeds along a given step 
direction until no further inGrease in the performance index is 
achieved. 
(3) Step Size Reduction. - This variation applys only to the trial and error 
technique. In this procedure the step size is reduced if a cyclic 
pattern is established in the search. 
(4) Displacement of Search Position - Again, this is an application 
adaptable only to the trial and error method: in it the search 
.position is displaced from the center of the cyclic pattern if such 
a pattern is established in the searc~ 
87 
.I ' 
Another variation of the simple trial 'and error method is called 
Mugeles Method [32] and is design~d to perform satisfactorily in the 
presence of ridges or edge constraints in the response surface which_ 
.. 
( 
represents the index of pe·rformance. It's operation is similar to the 
trial and error logic, except if the steps in all directions fail to pro-
·auce any improvement, then s_p'ectal subprograms RIDGE or EDGE are 
tnvoked. 
The sub-programme RIDGE is designed to maintain progress along 
a ridge without reducing the step size .,, This is achieved by making a 
probe step to the mid-point of the two probe points of highest value. 
If the value obtained is greater than the base point value, the.n the 
search proceeds from the mid-poi.nt; otherwise fill estimate of the 
. . 
position of the ridge is made by generating a quadratic fit to the three 
points. The- logical structure of RIDGE is illustrated schematically 
by the fl.ow diagram shown in Figure 22. The sub-programme EDGE 
· is similar to RIDGE but contains a facility so that one or more of the 
probe steps can be inhibited by a constraint. 
8-8. 
-. ·-·- _____ ,.______ .. - ~ 
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IF HM> H0 
ENTER IF CYCLIC 
PATTERN ESTABLISHED 
STORE CENTER VALUE H0 
STORE PROBE VALUES HI, 
H2, H3 a H4 
LOCATE QUADRANT 
BOUNDED BY HIGHEST 
PAIR OF VALUES FOR H 
FOR EXAMPLE: 
HI OR H3,AND H2 OR H4 
EVALUATE HM AT MIDPOINT 
OF QUADRANT 







RETURN TO SEARCH 
EVALUATE POSITION H 
GIVEN BY QUADRADIC FIT 
USING HI OR H3, 
H2 OR H4 
IF H0 > H 0 
RETURN TO SEARCH 





IF H0 < H0 
SEARCH FAILED 
OR PEAK LOCATED 
.. •~? 
.,,. .. 
-- ~ - -----~- -------------~-----------·-··- ·-
; 
There is a large range of digital computer strategies available for 
determining the extrema of functions whose derivatives can not be 
· evaluated. · These strategies were recently reviewed by fletcher [26] and a 
comparative study embracing four of the methods has been published by Box 
[27]. These methods were: 
(1) Rosenbrock's Method [28] 
(2) The adaption of Rosenbrock's Method by Davies, Swan and Canpey [29] 
(3) The Simplex Method of Nelder and Meal [30] 
(4) Powell's Method [31] 
Simulation studies have found that all four methods give comparable results 
on a two dimensional response surface, and therefore only Rosenbrock's Method 
will be discus_sed. In this strategy the initial step is taken along a given trajec-
tory. If the step is successful the search continues in th.is direction using a 
larger step. If it is unsuccessful, however, smaller steps are taken in the 
opposite direction until the peak along that trajectory is located to within a 
small step. The directions of the trajectories are generated during the search, 
one trajectory being aligned with the currently most ~uccessful search direction, 
and the other trajectories being orthogonal to this direction. The logical 
structure of Rosenbrock's strategy is indicated schematically in the flow diagram 
in Figure 23. 
The preceding discussion briefly covers some of the self-optimizing 







INITIAL CONDITIONS ENTERED 
•· 




V.: = V 0 
1 , 
F:=F+AXKXSTEP F 
V: = V + 8 x K x STEP V 
t 
IF H > H0 AND ABS ( K) = I 
THEN K: = 3K 
IF H < H0 AND K = I 
THEN K: = - I 
IF H < H0 AND A8S(K)=3 
THEN K:=-K/6 AND 




IF H < H0 AND ABS(K)= t 
H IS STORED AS H0 
, , 
IF N = I 
A:=B AND 8:=A 
N:: 2 
,, 
IF N = 2 




N: = I 
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(1) , Computer size and limitations (i.e. economic) 
(2) Matching the response· and limiting characteristics of the syst.em with 
an optimization technique designed to function under these conditions. 
An alternate approach to the optimization problem, mentioned earlier, is 
the Pontryagin Principle,. which is based on the state function representation of 
the system, and variational calculus. This will be discussed next. 
2. Pontryagin's Principle 
The basis for using Pontryagins Principle is the system state equation, 
generally defined on page 46 • Using this system representation, 
the problem is to find the optimal control u(t), or control law u = k [9 (t), t] 
which transfers the system Q (t) = f (9, u, t) from some initial state or 
condition at Qi == e (ti), to some terminal stat.e or condition~/ = Q (t;, while 
minimizing the integral performance index. 
P. I. - L (9, u, t) dt Eq. (43) 
-t .. 
I. 
Eq. (42), The performance index developed in Part III, Section E, is the 
instantaneous value of the total machining cost; expressed in terms of the state 
variable, 9 , and the control inputs, V and f. The total machining cost for the 1 . s 
whole cutting operation was given preyiously as: 
(TMC) = lT 
avg . 
;..·.,. 
(TMC). · t t dt 
ms an 
T -Total cut time - constant _Eqo (44) 
92 
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Comparing equation (43) and (44) we have: 
L (9, u, t) = (TMC) inStant 
"The Pontryagin Procedure for solv~g the General Optimal Control 0 
., 







Form the Pontryagin H Function 
t H(Q, u, 1\ , t) = L(Q, u, t) + l\ F (x, u, t) 
Minimize H (Q, u,1' , t) with respect to all admissable 
control vectors to find 
0 0 
u = u (Q, u, t) 
The optimal value of the control input 
. - ~ . . . . . . .. . . . . . . -· 
. . 
.·' .• .·• .. 
Find the optimal H Function 
0 ·t 0 H (9, 1' , ) = H(Q, u , 1\ , t) = MIN H (Q, u, '"h , t) 
4 
denotes that u. must belong·to a control region 
bounded by the limiting values of Vs and f. 
Solve the set of N equations 
~ . H0 (Q, l\ , t) Q -
~1' 
• 
0 H (8 ,1\ , t) r\ - -
d9 
:: 
with the given initial and terminal boundary condition and 














dS (9, t) -1\ ~ 0 -dQ + H (9,l\, t) + ~S(Q, t) dt =O 
STEP 4 
(Cont) _ oe _ 
- ~t .. 




STEP 5 Substitute the results of step 4 into the expression for u 0 
to obtain optimal control. '," 14 
The procedure, as given above, includes the addition of a terminal condition 
cost function to the previous integral performance function given on page 92. 
Therefore 
P. I. - Eq. (45) 
Since we do.not.have a relationship between cost and the final tool temperature, 
the. cost ·function. is, equal to zero, or 
C 
The system constraints which must be established are: 
(1) Maximum Feed - This limits excessive cutting forces 
(2) Minimum Feed - This guarantees a minimum metal removal rate 
(3) Maximum Spindle Speed - This prevents excessive tool wear rate and 
surface burning 





·~ .. ~.· 
(4)- Minimum Spindle Speed - This guarantees a minimum metal re:rp.oval 
rate and a required surface finish • 
These conditions must be determined experimentally. The initial conditions 
of the system are: 












The final conditions of the system can be determined in three ways. 
Experimentally we can find the maximum value of w~ar at which the tool fails 
to cut satisfactorily; and the final temperature of the tool at this state of wear. 
If the cutting process were continuous a final time might also be obtained, but 
in most practical shop operations (time intervals for coffee breaks, adjust-
ments, etc.) this would be impossible. The three ways of defining the terminal 
conditions are then: 
Case 1: The terminal conditions Q(tf) and tf are completely unspecified. The 
significance of the dt and dQ terms in the general boundary condition, 
T 
o S (Q, t) - 1\ d9 
o9 
0 
+ H (9,1\, t) + d S(9, t) dt 
at 
~- '· . 
95 
·j .... ~,,·-~·., 
E.g. (46) 
:::: 0 
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is that they are deviations in temperatµre and tim~, respectively, between the 
endpoints of the optimal trajectory, and some arbitrary variational trajectory . 
.. 
In this case 9(tf) and tf are free. 'I."'herefore in order to satisfy ;Eq. (46), it is 
necessary that 
and that 




H (9,l'\ , t) + c S (9, t) dt 
2, t 
since (Q, t) == 0 this reduce-$. ·to 
T 
[-1\ d9 = 0 
-and 
H0 (9,')\ , t) · dt 
=0 
:::: 0 
Case 2. The terminal condition g (tf) is defined experimentally, but tf is 
lllldefined. In this case d9 equals zero since all trajectories must terminate at 





[ H0 (9,h , t) dt = 0 
tf 
Case 3. The terminal conditions 9 (tf) and tf are both defined, and therefore 
dQ and dt are both zero; and the generalized boundary condition is trivially 
satisfied with no further restrictions on the terminal values of. 9., l\ , or .H0 • 
The Pontryagin Method, although direct, can be a very laborious procedure 
to do by hand, especially for a system of equations as large as those developed 
in Section C, page 45. In general the larger the system of equations, the 
harder it is to determine a solution, even when using a computer. To illustrate 
the procedure and the complexities which can arise, a second order system is 
developed below (see Figure 24)~ 
. ce~l b(ti.X)(AY) = k1(AX1) b (90 -91) - k2 (~X1) b (91 -9th)+ k3 11 Y b 
dt . A y A y l - 1:i. X 
C 
(SA - 9 1) - k (oY) b (Ell - 9 2) 
(ax1 + A x 2) 
2 
C. e d92 b (.t.X2) 6.Y = k2 (AX2) b (9th - 9 2) - k2 .ti.X2b,(92 - 9th ) + 
dt AY 4 AY 2 
k4 A y b (Ql - 92) - k2Ll Yb (~2 - Qth3) 
( Xl + X2) .AX2 
2 
97 
... '· ; .. 










. -- ,... 
Letting 
Figure 24. Simplified Tool Model Used to illustrate Pontryagin's Principle 
9 A Ambient temperature 
k - Tool thermal conductivity 4. 
k · · - Tool convection coefficient 
·a 
:~2 - Combined tool - tool holder thermal conductivity 
.k - Thermal conductivity at tool-chip interface 
·1 













. . o, 
2K + K +· K .... =: A. 
. . 2 5 6 .. ,!l 
the reference temperature e A = O, and assuming that initially e A = ethl 
== 9th = 9th = 9t, the following equations result 
2 3 tl4 . 







9 =-AQ +A9 +BQ 1 21 42 0. 
; 





















The performance index was given by Eq. (42) on page 83 as 
a a2 . a3 a4 (Tl\,IC\ = Kg+ K10 (A1f l + A2f 9 1, + A3f V8 ) + K8 . 
V f V f. 
s s 
Assuming the depth of cut is constant then optimizing the following equation, 
should optimize the system. , 
n n n n:. 
L(9,U., t) = c7. + c8 (Alf l + A2f 2 Q + A f 3v 4> 1 3 5 . 
Vf Vf 
s s 
The above· constants must be: reev.aluated for_ every change in the depth of cut. 
Experimentally it has been found by Trigger [10] that the average tool-
.chip interface temperature can be expressed as 




\Al - f 
lA =V 
. 2 s 





91 -A 2 A4 91 Bl 
F (9,U , t) - - + L\ U.2 - -• 
92 A5 -A 3 92 0 
-
. :· 0 







F(Q,lA,t) = -A2 A4 G B ru l m 1 . 1 l. 3J 
+ 
· A -A Q 
:.: . 5 3 2 0 
Following the stepwise procedure outlined on pages, and. then. 
' . . 
.. T 
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• •.• . ,•, •• --•• ,:,,. ,;•.~ ... - _ '•".~ -!•.- -••'~: ••• •• -.:. • o ... , HO ,,. ;, .: •• • 
0 -• ,_ • •••••:,, ,,,~-,:• -• ••• ••-''
0 
••••:":'• •' ..:;,, '~' .._· __ .;,.:., '.V.' .~:.· .:: -.,_ :~:·: •• "• •" •.-••-• -'•••- •••,•- ••o •' -.~• ,- ' 
(a) 
(b) . 2> H 
(c) 
~u. 2 = 0 
0 H = -C U -2 = C a ll n1U -2 - C a U n2u.. -291 + C4a3(ml - l)U3m1 -2 o u 3 3· 3.. 4 1 1 3 4- 2 · · 1 3 
From equation (a) 
.. n2-1 
~a:n.u 9 
. =2: .2- ·1 1 
- an Q U n1 -n2 = · 2 2 · 1 
1 a1n1 
\ m-1 . + B m l ·' . , = o~ 1 1 '""-3; . 
n2-n1 n2-n1 









:Fr.om equation (c) 
... 







U -2 (C C n1 C · n29) + C -a (m -l)U. mi-2 +f\ B mu_. m-l O 
-· 3 3+ 4alul -f- ·_4a2L\1 1 4. 3 1 3 1 1 ·.;:s 
.. . n1 n2 . . . . m1 1' . m+l .... 
-(C3 + C4 .. _a1. u 1 + C a U1 9 1) + C. a--. (m.· .. •--.,-!-·1) 1 ' + B m•' .. -- •-·.:O 4 --2 - 4 3 · - :·1. V\3 1 1 ~3 -
Solution of this equation for· U 3 i~. extremely difficult without actual values. 
Even then the solution will probably have to be graphically determined. Thus I 
will approximate ·the solution for these possible cases. 
Case 1 .• m "'- m+l == m. .. 1- 2 
- · . n n 
C3 + C4alul 1 + C4 a2€\U.1 2 
C 4 a3 (m1-1) + )\1B 1m 
' ..... ,· 
103-
f' ·. - ,· 
.. :· • ..> 






' '' - . . ' .. 
f) ' u. = 3 
.·"] 
m1 >)) m+-.-1_ 
.... · nl . n2 
C3 + C 4.al l.Al + C4 a2 U.1 9 1 
c_4.~3 (ml-1) 
::m + 1 ·.>: :.\.··.·\; lli .. 




Since the form of the equations for all three cases is the same (only the· 
denominator differs), and the purpose is just to illustrate the procedure, I 
will continue the optimization using the equation for case 1. 
Letting 
n· +1' D 4 1 5 
. n1 n2 
. ·c· +DU +DU 9 
·3 21 31 1 
m2 
0 dl but since we know that U 1 == D 1 Q 1 , then 
0 
u = 
3 C + D D Q n2 + D D g 2n2-n19 




- ~ -~ -~, --:-•• ~·. --< • ' • ~ •. ~ •• 
.• 
d ==2n -n +1 
. 2 2 1 . 
_I'._ ••• E -C. · 
. 1 3 
.-E-~ == D3D1 
D + I\ D 
... o 4 1 5 
U3- ..;..... 
- n2 d2 E: +E 9 +E Q 
· 1 2 1 3 1 
.".,: 
.. 
·we :c·-@ dete:rmine the op.ti'mal .. ::spindle· velocity ·input: from the relation. 
'., ... ---;-I 
.,.,. 
U3 
:,u = u 
2 1 





- ... -·--. . '.- ~-. . -· ~-. . . . .. • ·. 
. TERM I TERM II 
m2 
E + E Q n2 + E Q d2 d1n d1d2 E + C (a D 9 1 + a D Q Q + o 1 2 1 3 1 
H. = u D +~ D 
1·4111 211 1 
4 1'1 5 
~ 
~3. . D4 +\1D5. 
.. +f\1 (-A1'\ +A4';~2+Bl 
E + E Q n2 + E Q d2 
1 2 1 3 1 
+ l\2 (A g - A3Q ) 5 1 2 
E + E 9 n2 + E 9 d2 
1 2 1 3 1 
E + E Q n2 + E Q d2 




,~ . A9 -AG =Q 
0 ,, 2 5 1 3 2 2 
TERM I =:; E1 + E/~1n
2 + E3e1 d2 













:,. : . 
' . . 
. .... . .. 
n2-l d2-1 
n2E2Ql + d2E39 1 + 
D4+1'\1D5 
) 
E + E 9 n2 + E Q d2 
1 2 1 3 1 
• 
= J'\ 1 
~·- .. - -· ., . 
.j,'· . . 
. . -: 
. . .. ·· 
. - .: '~ . .,·. 
·'. 
I Solution of this set of equations is theoretically possible, since there 
are four equations and four unkno~s 9 1, 9 2,f\ 1, andf\ 2. However the non-
. 
-linear terms complicate the problem, making the solution very difficult. We 
are looking to obtain the solutions for 9 1 and)\ 1 as a function of time, so that, 
0 J they can be substituted into the equations for U 1, u.
0
2 and U 3, to determine the 
:optimal values of speed and feed as a function of ·cutting time. When these are. 
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Figure· 25. Optimal Open Loop System 
There were also some useful relationships developed during the optimization 
procedure which maybe helpful in assisting the control of the system by providing 
intermediate fe~dback loops. 
108 
For exaIDple it was found that 
U o = fo . D Q d 1 . 
1 1 1 
,and 
. o = Vo _ 
U 2 s E + E Q n2 + E Q d2 
1 2 1 3 1 ~ 
B·y merely sensing the remote temperature we are able to determine the 
. ' 0 optimal feed input. In order to determine the optimal spindle speed (Vs ), the 
time dependent valtie of 1\ 1 is needed, besides the sensed value of 9 1• The 
system illustrated on the next page includes an intermediate feedback loop 
based on these relationships. 
It is hard to tell what the exact effect of a feedback loop such as- this would 
.be. If there is a great time lag between the computed control inputs and the 
values of the control variables calculated via Q 1, the error signal would not 
' correspond to the difference between the calculated values and the sensed values 
and may introduce error into a system that may operate accurately without the 
additional loop. If the V and f is very small (out of the range of significance s 
used by the system) however, and the time lag between blocks 1 and 3 is very 
small, then the sensed value corresponds to the calculated control value and 
tpe feedback loop may be helpful in reducing error. 
. •. ·-· :..""'.'~ 
Besides the computational difficulties of the Pontryagin Procedure, · this 
method also results in an undesired open-loop solution. An optimization technique, 
I i ' 
. derived from the Pontryagin Procedure which results in a closed-loop solution, 
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Figure 26. Open Loop System Utilizing Feedback Relationships 
is the Hamilton Jacobi Approach. Presently solution by this method is 
extremely difficult and has been applied successfully only in a few special 
cases, one of which is a linear system. The principles and computational 







PART IV MODEL SI1\'1ULATION 
A. Program Construction 
' The Lehigh Analog Simulator (LEANS) is a program developed at Lehigh 
University which simulates an analog computer on a digital machine. LEANS 
II [37] employs the block diagram technique of analog simulation. The 
,, 
program consists of a full array of integrators, summers, constants, 
multipliers, etc., which are used as interconnecting elements. 
The machining process, heat transfer process, performance and 
' 
optimization equations derived in the preceding parts are shown in Figure 28, 
incorporated into the total system design. The LEANS II block diagrams for 
this design are then illustrated in Figures 29-37. For each block, the 
following information ·is given as shown below in Figure 27. 
,. 
'< • • ~·· 
:·, :I . 
002• - - DENOTE·s BLOCK NUMBER 
GAIN --DEN.OTES· BLOCK TYPE 
--D'E}JOT.ES TH"E VALUE, IF THE B\L:ocK 1$'. A 
GAlN OR CONSTANT 
Figure 27. General Block Representation 
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l Cutting_Proce:ss :•. Tool Chip Interface Temperature Input Q. 
,General Equation 
019 
n .n n, 
Q - (A + Bt + C (t - 100>2) V l f 2 d 3· 0 · · S 
where A = 355. 7 n1 =. 316 
B =. 2 n2 =. 03399 
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A 
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001 020 1'027 028 
IND - GAIN ... '. . ... - SUM - MUIT - .. .. •· - - -8 
j ' h 
021 023 024 026 
- SUM - NCLP -- PWR - GAIN - -
- C 
' 
j ' + I~ 
·. 
022 025 ' 
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Figure 30. Heat Transfer Process Through the Tool - Equation 1 
114 
' 
-- -·- --. :.··:· -··;···: ·-::-:7·:·-.·-·-:-... -·-:;-·,·-,..·· 
.:-. 
Equation 2 
. . - ·- ... - --- :·.-, ... 
{_ S+ 1 
2 T +1/S 2 -· 1/S Q ··= K 
1 . (S+A)(S+B) 
Q = K 
0 1 + A/S 1 + B/S 
·wh~_-re 
A = 2. 003.3 
rB = .1991'4 
~028 
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034 
~· 0~7 096 
GAIN 
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m· The Tool Wear Process 
..... ~ f .. t 
,._; ··:. 
This process, as developed in Part m, Section p, is given by an 
equation of the form, · 
ml m2 m4 m3 
W = K + K f + K f Q + K f --: v· , : 
1 2 3 . 1 4- ::5 
where 
K1 - • 000905 m - m _ ·--~ 3-. 13.i ·1 2· .. --. - · 
K = K = 10 2 3 .• :· m. - n1 -- ,= , .• :5 3 -····4 ... 
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050 ,, 059 062 ,, 065 81 GAIN 
- - SUM - MUIT - SUM 039 - - - -10 
. 
052 a j I 
. 
CON 






.5 J 053 060 063 






.5 , , 055 
PWR . . . . . .. . •.· .• .. .. 








!Va Tool Wear Rate 
Wear is calculated so that the tool wear rate, which is needed to 
·evaluate the figure of merit, H, can be determined. Although LEANS IT 
: ' . .~ 
-provides a block whose specific function it is to determine the time derivative 
of a quantity, the derivative calculation procedure tended to become unstable 
under certain conditions used during the machining system simulation. To 
avoid this problem, the following approximation to calculate the derivatives 
. of quantities in the system was employed. 
-Let x be any general quantity and x be 
it's derivative 
. ~ 
Then x and x are related as 





l + G H 
117 
. . .:, 
,, ' '~ 
" . 
if H = 1/S where Sis an operator,· 
and dividing by G which has some relatively large value (G >)) 0): 
then 
1 
1 1 X - +- = X G Sr~ 
,,.,, .. 
XS= X 
· Tests were conducted to compare the two calculation methods for the 
derivative. A simplified wear equation was used so that the derivative block 
would operate satisfactorily. The equation used was the same as Eq. (41), 
however, the velocity, feed, and depth of cut were held constant, and temper-
~ 
ature was input as a ramp function of time. The results proved to be identical 
to the sixth place .(i.e .. 0002345 : • 0002339) 
The LEANS II listing for TWR is shown below. 
+ 040 041 
w GAIN 
- SUM -065 - --







INITIAL CONDITION -.001 







• • l 
IVb Alternate Procedure for Calcµlating Tool Wear R.ate 
Several simulation runs of the total machining system were conducted 
11sing ·the wear equation (41) to determine the tool wear rate as discussed in 
IVa. It was found that this procedure created an unrealistic response of the 
· tool wear rate to changes in spindle velocity and feedrate (see the computer 
output in the Appendix). With the performance parameter B set to. 5 in all the 
simulation runs, the control logic attempts to increase, hold steady, or 
decrease at the slowest rate possible the metal removal rate (productivity), 
>> . 
while decreasing or holding steady about zero the tool wear rate. Using wear 
equation (41) this is accomplished by increasing the feedrate, while decreasing 
:·0 the spindle velocity. The inclusion of a specific wear equation in the system 
model makes it possible to calculate any amount of wear at any point in time. 
What occurs in the model simulation is that as the 'IWR. becomes very small 
(approaches zero), the optimization procedure will calculate values of the 
control inputs which will cause the wear at the present point in time to be less 
(by a very small amotmt) then the value calculated for the last_point in time. 
This causes a negative tool wear ra~. The problem, then, is that tool wear 
can take on a negative slope with time when the cutting conditions are changed 
(the negative slope occurs after a considerable reduction in velocity and only a 
minor increase in feedrate. ) •. 
To avoid this situation, tool wear· rate was calculated directly using an 
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054 
CON 
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.K - constant = e . 
R1 - constant = 1. 47 
R2 - constant . 1. 2 
,. 
H - hardness; assumed constant = 32. Rockwell C 
R3 - constant = 2. 2 
R4 - constant = 1. 3 
v· -Calculation of Metal Removal Rate 
MRR = Vfd 
s 
where d = • 05 
K = • 2 (MRR m3 /sec); or K = 12 (MRR in3 /min) 
a a · 
• 
057 061 067 















. ~,,..-_- . ' _- ·-
.. ,)· 
The values of K used in the simulation were in minutes. a 
Note: Block Listing 057,~ 061 changed when the alternat~ TWR calculation 
procedure was used. 
VI Evaluation of Figure of Merit (underlined values of the parameters were 
used in the simulation) 
MRR 




K1 - $. 011/seconds or $. 66/m:inutes 
K 2 -$6.67 
- 300 seconds or 5 minutes 
W - • 002 inches or • 005 inches 
0 
B - • 5 
The criterion for B = ·o is production rate only, 
The criterion for B = 1 is cost only(' 
122 
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K1 T+K2.B -041 OR06S° ... Wo 
(Time in. seconds) 


















VII Calculation of ~ H, using derivative approximation explained previously. 
043 044 073 
H + GAIN ~t GAIN ~H-- SUM - -








(VARIES WITH INITIAL COMMAND INPUTS) 





The gradient -optimization technique wa$ the only sear:c-h· procedure 1.1Sed 
in the machining simulation. , The. flow diagram shown in Figur.e 20 on page 85 
describes the procedure. · A step increase in feed (Step f) and speed (Step V ) 
s 
alternately come out of block 080 every . 975 seconds. These valves are 
multiplied by the gradient A H1/ J il H12 + AH22 ', which is calculated 
between blocks 010 and 089, to produce the changes in speed (AV ) and 
. s 
feed ( A f). Probe values of feed ( A f ) and speed (AV ) are alternately 
. . P sp 
input to the system every. 975 seconds, by being summed with the new 
values of feed (f') and speed (Vs') in summing blocks 110, 111, to determine_ 
the magnitude and direction of the gradient. The changes in speed ( ~ V ) and 
-8 
feed (A f) are added to the previous values of speed and feed to determine the 
new values (V ' , f') in summing blocks 102 and 105. The loops which are 
. s 
. 
created by integrators 104, 107, and gains 103, 106, are actually only an 
averaging procedure which must be included to satisfy the requirements of 
LEANS II. LEANS II will operate only when all closed loops in a syst.em 
I 
contain integrators. In other words the values exiting blocks 102, 105 
approximately equal those exiting ·integrators 104, 107. The only purpose 
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STE Pf - STEP INCREASE IN FEED 
STE P vs - STEP INCREASE IN S PEED v: - NEW VALUE OF SPEED +PROBE 
f - NEW VALUE OF FEED +PROBE 
~f - CHANGE rN FEED 
Llvs -CHANGE IN SPEED 
ll.fp-PROBE VALUE OF FEED 
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,_ 
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Figure 38 .. Optimization Procedure 
125 
I 084 I_ 
SQR 
-
I I 5 
CON 
~fp 





































B. Simulation Results 
The results from ten simulation runs· are given on pages 127-173. Four 











. 0104 in/rev 
• 0104 in/rev 
• 0090 in/rev 
• 0204 in/rev 
.B ··.· • 5 (parameter in H equation) 
For each of these conditions the operation of two different machinjng 
system models was simulated, resulting in a total of eight nms. Model I 
included the wear equation (41) and the derivation procedure to determine the 
tool wear rate ('IWR) shown on page 118 • Model II was the same as Model I 
except that it used the equation which calculates TWR directly, shown on 
page 120. Two more runs, to determine the effect of using different step and 
., 
probe sizes, were taken with Model I and the first set of cutting conditions. 
In all> ten simulations were run. The step and probe sizes taken were: 
STEP: Step V - 50 sfm 
s 




PROBES: -V - ·20 sfm 
sp 
f - • 0001 in/rev 
.. p_ 
These conditions were used in all cases, unless otherwise specifiedo For 
. each set of cutting conditions pr.esented on the following pages, the graphs of 
velocity, feedrate, and the figure of merit are sho'Wll. A sample- of the computer 
output is included for condition 1, Model I in the Appendix . 
(1) Model I - Graphs on pages 132 - 143. 
.Initial Conditions 
V -- 40.0 :sf:tn 
s 
_f· - • 0104 in/rev 
'· 
A typical graph (the · form of this graph was obtained for all conditions 
using Model I) of the tool wear rate is sho'Wll on page . .-129. · This graph 
illustrates the negative values of TWR which can occur, 
.,.,,,. 
as discussed on page 119. · The negative values are due to the oscillation in 
wear shown on a typical (again the form of this graph was the same for all 
conditions in Model I) graph on page 128. This problem might be avoided if 
a constraint was placed on wear such that it would never decrease. In other 
words, if the optimizing strategy specified values of velocity and feed which 
decrease wear in an effort to decrease the TWR, this value of wear would be 
bypassed for the previous higher value (this would cause 1WR = 0 for that 
point in time). 
I 
127 
··-· ,• ~ 
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TYPICAL PLOT OF TOOL WEAR 
v5 - 400 SFM STEP 50, .0001 
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Figure 3,9_~ Tool Wear vs Time ( Simulated with Model I·). 
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· 1 ·. 
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TYPICAL PLOT OF TOOL WEAR RATE 
v - 400 SFM s 
f - .000 9 IN./R EV. 
STEP 50, .OOOJ 
PROBE 20 1 .0001 
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Figure 40. Tool Wear Rate vs Time ( Simulated with Model I) 
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··- . •· 
9 Although Model I is unrealistic, the control logic is not affected. Aside 
., 
from periodic st.ep oscillations in H, when TWR goes negative, the forms of. 
the response for -the control inputs are still val.id, although the values and 
ranges they assume are questionable. As was discussed previously, and 
therefore expected, on the average the veloctty'. is decreasing and the feed-
rate is increasing. The search procedure is obvious in both velocity and 
feedrate as they oscillate about some mean value. The figure of rne:rit, H, 
stays essentially constant about a value of+ 2. 
The effect of reducing the step and probe sizes tct: 
STEP: 
PR.OBES: 
Step V - 10 sfm 
s 
Step f - • 0001 in/rev 
V . - 5 sfm, 10 sfm :s:p 
f - o 0001 in/rev p 
is shown on the graphs on pages 137-143. In general these results show: 
(a) The same basic responses in feed, speed, and H j 
The feedrate increases 
The velocity decreases, and 
. .-
_ .. 
The figure of merit is essentially constant ~ 
·(b) The smaller sizes create less oscillation in the velocity response 
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' CONDITION I 
STEP 10,.0001 ) ~ 
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.. . "" 
(c.:) It 'takes longer for H to find an optimal value about which it attempts . 
to hold steady. This valve when finally found appears to be lower than 
• 
when larger steps are taken. It may be argued, however, that the sys-
tem has yet to come to steady state and would eventually rise to the 
(d.) The effect of varying steps Vs between 5 sfm and 10 sfmwas 
p 
inconsequential'* 
· (2) Model I - Graphs of pages 145,:--,1·4·7: •. 
Initial Conditions 
V - 700 sfm 
s. 
f - o 0104 in/rev 
The form of the responses of the velocity and feedrate are the sa:rne as 
for condition (1). The velocity decreases and the feedrate increases. The 
. ' ' 
figure of merit exhibits more oscillation for these conditions, and appears to 
find an average value of+ 3, which is higher than that found in condition (1). 
(3) Model I - Graphs on pages 148-150 . 
Initial Conditions 
V - 400 sfm 
s 
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Again the velocity decreases and the,~-feedrate increases, however velocity 
.. 
appears to stop decreasµlg -when it reaches an average value o-f 160 sfm and 
shows a slight increase as time approaches the 200 second limit. , H appears 
to· oscillate about an average value of+ 1. 8. 
(4) Model - Graphs on pages 152""'.'153. 
Initial Conditions 
V - 700 sfm 
·s 
f - • 0204 in/rev 
Feedrate increases steadily, but after 100 seconds velocity begins to 
oscillate in an increasing fashion. The oscillation of the figure of merit is 
more extreme than in the previous conditions and appears to oscillate about 
a mean value of+ 3. I believe the amplified oscillation is due to a combination 
· of the extreme (high) cutting conditions and the large step size taken in the 
optimization procedure. 
Before examining the results of Model II, I feel the following general 
comments should be made. The increases in velocity near the end of the cut 
time experienced in Model I for conditions (3) and (4), may be due to the large 
step and probe sizes, since the relative effect of a probe of 20 sfm increases 
as·· the velocity decreases. These increases may be the initial stages in a 
leveling off of the velocity (or a least a decrease in it's rate of decline), which 
- . 
might be expected since after 100-150 seconds of run time the remote temper-
··· 
ature 9 1 begins to level off. It is also very imp_ortant to note, especially with 
respect to Model II, that tool w.ear is a linear function of temperature, 9 1, 
151 
,_-_ ... 
,,. -:--·~: - ,... . ·----
.. 
, .. , 
·-.~ : ~t;-
MODEL I CONDITION 4 
- -.- . :.- .,. 
V - 700 sfm 
·s 
f - • 0204 in/rev 
152 
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TIME (SECONDS) 
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,.( . -~- in Model I; while in Model II the tool wear rate is 3: power ftmc~on of 9 1. 
Thus increa~es in temperature have a much greater effect on TWR in 
Model II, than in Model I. Therefore the control' logic to keep the TWR, 
either steady or decreasing, while op~imizing productivity, will not necessarily 
be the same for both Modelsca 
_(5) _Model II - Graphs on pages. 155-158. '• .. 
Initial Conditions 
V - 400 sfm s . 
f - . 0104 in/rev 1· 
. .. 
•;: 
:( .,,.. . :. 
The velocity in this model shows more oscillation (the amplitude of 
which could be reduced by decreasing the step and probe size) than in Model 
I. The response appears to drop initially and then oscillate about an average 
value of 300 sfm, in contrast to Model I's continually decreasing response. 
Meanwhile, the feedrate is decreasing instead of increasing, as in Model I. 
I feel these contrasting results are due to the TWR being of power ftm.ction of 
the product of the velocity, feed, and remote temperature Q, in Model II. 
For the low initial cutting conditions, the control strategy is confronted with 
a TWR which is· increasing at a much greater rate than in Model I. To hold 
the TWR. constant without decreasing the productivity any faster than is 
necessary, the strategy must take more drastic measures, which appear to be; 
holding the velocity at an average steady value while decreasing the feedrate. 
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then appears to .decrease linearly to a stc:I~dy ·yalu~: qf +·l.:'2.:~ near the end 'of' 
the run. 
(6) M<,del II--· Graphs on,pages. 160-163. 
Initial Conditions 
,; 
V - 700 sfm 
s 
f - • 0104 in/rev 
::~- .t . 
When these higher initial cutting conditions are used th~ velocity decreased 
for about 120 seconds and then leveled off at an average value of 280 sfm. The 
feedrate initially decreased and then increased to a maximum value of • 010966 
after 80 seconds. At this point the velocity had gone below 400 sfm and the 
feed rate then began to decrease steadily while the velocity stayed constant, 
as was experienced in condition (1), Model II. The response of His the sam~ 
,as 'ih the previous case, reaching a leveling off value of+ 1. 4. 
(7) Model II - Graphs on pages 164-166. 
Initial Conditions 
· V - 400 sfm 
s 
f - . 0090 in/rev 
The responses of velocity, feedrate, and H are essentially the same for 
. these low conditions as was experienced for Model II, condition (1). The 
velocity oscillates about a mean of 330 sfm, while the feedrate is decreasing. 
Again the form of the H response is the same, with the. final value reached 
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(8) · Model II - Graphs on pages 168-173. 
Initial Conditions 
:", 
V - 700 sfm 
s 
f - • 0204 in/rev 
The form of the velocity, feedrate, and H responses in this case are 
similar to those found for Model II condition 2. The velocity decreases and 
levels off, and the feedrate decreases then increases to a maximum value of 
• 021875 and then decrease.s. However in this case the feedrate again begins 
to increase. I think that due to the higher initial values of the productivity, 
this term is more dominant in the figure of merit equation giving the syste.m 
more time until the TWR. becomes dominant and subsequently causes a 
decreasing feedrate and a steady average velocity as was experienced in the 
previous cases. 
' . 
C. Conclusions and Re·commendations 
1. Conclusions 
.. 
In general the following conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) Oscillation of the velocity and feedrate response must:be: 
modulated for actual shop operaµon. 
(2) The form of the wear and tool wear rate equations affects the 
responses of the velocity, feedrate, and figure of merit. 
Tool wear rate may have to be· determined directly if a suitable 
. ----------·· -~~ 
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method of constraining the wear (keeping it from decreasing 
in the control strategies effort to decrease TWR) is not found. 
" 
(3) The initial values 9f the cutting velocity and feedrate will affect 
the form of their responses. 
2:. Recommendations 
(1) The velocity and'feedrate response oscillation· can be reduced by 
decreasing the step and probe sizes. This will in turn cause the 
system to take longer to find an optimal value of H, and thus 
stabilize itself. A method of determinjng the optimal values of 
the step and probe sizes should be determined and used. 
(2) On the whole, a considerable number of tests yet need to be nm 
on the machining model. The effects of changing 
(a) The values of the system parameters such as B in the 
performance equation, 
(b) The heat transfer process through the tool model 
(c) The tool wear rate equation, and 
(d) The optimization strategy 
should all be' tried, and compared for the best results. I definitely 
believe, however, that provided the remote thermocouple temperature can be 
measured accurately, and an appropriate optimizing strategy is used, temper-
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17 &9ro05~76 ·10 .85876~~-10w17868 6~6.20000 11.02500~.~ 
· ·18 699061328 -2.71828 10.54346 697.10000 12000~00 19 70.1.a7:2?9G ___ S .17704 10,64312 i_o_Q_"\.900~00 ... 13e0_1~0_0 __ 
2 o 1 o z ~ g s 7 z 3 , 12 • 312 11 11 o o 11 q 6 1·1 s • 3 o o o o· • 1 ~ Q a 2 6 a o , " 21 7D3,604lC iao595Z2 JJ~~l~3 722,40000 15,00500 




~L, ..... ,,. 
rl 
-:;; 
L •, •JI' " 
... 
-
.i ,. - · • .,,, •• , :: .¥:-- -~· -~ ... - ·, • .-·., ; -, ·1 
'· J. :"f ' , 
.. 
.,. 
·- . -· . . :, . . ... • .... 
·-~·-~: ... ~--- ··-.c-:- :-: . ·~ :·.•· ··••···· - :"11•·:-~:4'.·:'9':"" ~-··. ·-·- .,. __ ; •. :.,...· • ..:-.:......· .•. _.· :.',.:..,...·.--.·_.,...:..,;.,, .. ••'-i-~··- ._., ._ ...... -~·· .•.-:_ ...... _.~:".-···-!-.~.·~-~--:"" ·---:-··-· .•"f··-,-;~·-. .,;._~ .. .. ~~_.:..;.:;.-.-:- ··.·-.:-=:-.~.·~ ·.- .. ---4~.--·~· -~······"!'-·:::· -· - . 
--------·--------·------·-----··-------.·-·- -·-------- ------ ________ ___,_:r-·• 
23 70~.7~363 2q.55637 11.~5523 734,30000 17.02700 
-· .. --·- - -· --· - - ·- - -·-·. . . ---- - . ------2 ~ 104.q~s&s 34.01435 11.s1es3 73q.ooooo 1s.oosoo 
25 705.15303 38e04697 11.56Sg2 743.20000 1q.01700 
2 & 1 o -5 :Z6-tt -ti-o c. r·; s 3 6 o o i i-~-s q g i o 1 l+ o-: a o o a o 2 o • o 2 s o o 
I oq/20/72 5COPE 3.3 VER 1.q3 LEHIGH U. 09/14/72 
--- .. --- . - ·•·------- ·--··-- ··-··--·-··· ··---· --·-··-------'---~--~-------------11&.47.10 .KEN~EU4 
. _!6. 1+7 .10 ._KENNE~ ~s ;~o'. KENNEDY ,CH~?QO 9_,_T.?.Q_Q_. ________________ __ 
16.47Cll10.~UN(S) 
16.47012. .290 CP SECONDS COHPILATION·TIHE 
16.47o12. LO A~ ( l NP UT,. --------------------------
16. 4 7 o-12. L GO. 
--- . - . -------- -·-· --··· -· 
.. ··--···--·-----------------------i6.«.7e17.STOP 
16.47e17,EXECUTI0N COST OF THIS JOB $ .30 (I/0 COST NOT INCLI 
--· _, ... - ---
16.47017.P~IORITY SYSTEM RESOURCE UNITS 3.16 
1&.~7o17~AUTHORI2EO BALANCE IS $ 4q41.20 - ------- ···- ·-· . _:__~----_..;...--___.;....;.._ ______________ _ 
16.47.17.CP 2.289 SEC. 
1&.i.7.17_,_~P ____ 1..!.&09 SEC.-------· ___________ _ 














TEMPERATURE EQUATION 2 
.• 
•' 
,----.,.......__ :_....,,;. -~...:-.:.;._,~-~....._____..:.,~.:;-.-...........~.......;_-.... :...;.:_,,_, -•:'·.·.,.:.-.·---:-- -.~---~· .... ··-·-=··-.~---·-· . --~·7_~-..,,.-----..:·-...:..;· ...;..·· ..;;.·· .......,.--..,___,....__.__.:_.:...:.· ...:.1 -~.-..;.·~- - . ~---'-------: •. •~•·C• .• • • .•.. • •~•· - ~ :•• ~-;_-.• • .• 







• ••• FORMAT CONTROL SUPPREss~o •••• 
SU O R O U T I ~ J E F tJ N ( F , F P , P', X I 
OIMEN~Jc·r~ X(2),P(4),FP{4l - --·· ... .. --·----···--····· ... ··--- ·--·-·-
F= ( 10 0 0 •PC 4 J /'··< P ( 1 J • P ( 2 > ) ) " ( 1 + ( P ( 2 > / ( P ( 1 > - P ( 2) 1 l • <t -P ('3 l •P ( 1 > ) • 




F P ( 1 > :: ( -10 C O "P < ,.. t / t < P C 1 > • • 2 > • P C 2 l ) I +- < < < P ( 1 > •" 2 J - P < 1 ) • P < 21 J • C -10 0 0 • 
2 P ( 4 ) 11 P ( 3 > ) ) - ( 10 0 0 • P ( 4 l • ( 1-P ( 3 l • P ( 1 l > • ( 2"' P C 1 > ... P t 2 ) l ,· ( ( P ( 1 ) rJ. IIL 2 t • 
3 ( ( P ( 1 l - P ( 2 > )_ • \f, 2 l > 1 • EX P ( - P t 1 J ~ '< ( 2 > ) +· ( 1 0 0 0 ~ P ( 4 > "' 11- P ( 3 ) • P C 1 > J / C P ( 1 ) 
~~~~~~~4•(P(1»-P(2J)l)•C-X(2))•EXP(-P(1)•X(2l)t((1·coo~P(4)•(1-PC3)•P(2l))r 
5 ( P < 2 » Q. ( ( P ( 21 - P < 11 ) ""• 2) ) l • EX P ( - P ( 2 l " X C 2 ) l 
·000202 FP(2)=(-1uOO•P(4)/((Pl2>••2J•P(1)J)t(PC2)•(Pl2t-P(11))•(-1000• 
. ' 





__._ .. ........._ ---·----












CORE HAP 1~.31.01. NOPHAL CONT~OL 
---TI~E---LOAD HOOE --L1--L2-----TYP£---------------USE~---++-~-CALL---
-------
056712 . ·, ! 
. '. _,.__ . . .. -·-··---· -
-- ' ....... .:a.. 
--LABELED---COMMON--
FHA LOAOER 060764 FWA TABLES 
-PRi~~AM----ADORESS- · 
B~nx~s CQG1CO 
.. -·-·-- . ----~-------------
------------




. . . - .. . - . 
-:·-;• ~--- •..... --· 
000100 0553&5 000000 000000 




. -- ..... ---··-· --------·-----·-----
------
SCHARS 046645 
FUN · 046703 
EXP 047632 
SORT 047711 
---......-......... ,-.,. ___ _ 
SYSTF.M 047754 
... ,-_._ ···-·--·- --- ...... :..:._:-· .·-··-· ... -.... :..:.- .. -- .... - SCOPE2 047754 
GET1A 051055 • 
----- ·-----··· 
--··· --·----'------------,-...,....,...--------------...;__-. INPUTC 051074 
KOOcR 051215 
· KRAl(~R 052477 
. . •: 
.. ·:; - ~: .•: . ·- -: ·, •. """'. -- .. •,. . .. . . ,. - .. · ·· .. --- . 
OUTPTC 05~543 
-··· .... _ ···. -· ... -.. . 
. . . . .- ----... ·-. -~ · ....... __ .· - .;_.· . , ____ - :: ; . ...:. :.. ... ---· .·--:- ...... __ .... . 




' BHDX85R-NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES '. 
US I NG A STEP 1-1 I ·S E GU A S S - NEWTON M ETH O 0 
. ' C.S.U. ST~T Ll8 PEVISEO JUNE 2Q,1q10 FROH 
BHOX85 -·NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - REVIS~O AUGUST 6, 1g68 
------------~-.;._. 
HEALTH SCIEN~ES COH~UTING FACILITY, UCLA 
PRQqLH coo~ BHOXRS 
, . . ' 
' .'-.. \ NUH9ER OF VARlAALES 2 I •- .. • -
INDEX OF THE DEPENDENT VA~IABLE 1 
' 
:4' . _:· ·'!": _. 
,.. ., ... 
·· .. : 
~ ·.. .. -~-
\·"' . .. ........... ' · .. · -~·- ... - ·;.,·-~·~'.:-~·,,~-.. .:.; .. :.-_ . .::-.---~· 
INDEX OF THE WEIGHTING VARIABLE -0 
-NU l'I BER-· 0-F-C 4 s Es . - ·------ -- ·- ... --2 &------\' ___ .;..__,. ____ '...;.' ___;..__;....~~------------
-· . ·- . .. -·- ........ - ...... ' - .. 
. . . 






NU HAER . OF PA ~AHET ERS 
TOLERANCE 
EPSILON 
MAXIMUM NUMf\C:q OF ITERI\TIONS 
NUMBER OF VARIABLE FORMAT CARDS 
Al TERNt\ TE INPUT TAPE NUMBER 
REWIND OPTIO~· 
··. •, 
--- ""'.'"":---..:-· .-.--. -:.-:-·~- .. :· -:·:::-:.~·.: 
:~ 
,. 
.coo.01u -- ,.~ ...... ______ . ..,-.,----·---.·-.~_--.-.. --.:----,·-· -
.000010 
200 









.HA XI HA 
,ITERATION ERROR 
HEAN 
- ..--- ~ IJO, SJlf ··- 5f')UA RE 
0 · 0 · 7.5384F.+01 
--·-· - - . --· 1 11 7.S555E+01 
2 11 7.5727E+Oi 
3 11 1.sgu2E+o1 
It 11 7.&079Et01 
5 11 7.625REt01 
6 11 · 7.6440E+01 
--··· ·-7 11 7.6624E+01 
8 11 7.5~10E+01 
q 11 7.699RE•01 
_ ··--- 10 11 7 • 718 g ~ t O 1 
11 11 ·1.72R2E•01 
12 11 7 • 7 5 7 7 E +:o 1 
--13 11 7,7774E•01 
.. ____ 14 11 7. 7g 7 4 ': +O 1 
15 1'1 7,~175E+01 
__ . __ _ 16 11 · 7 , 8 3 7 q E + 0 1 
17 11 7.B585E+ul 
-- 18 11 7.~794F.t01 
19 11 7~qoo4E+o1 
... ~- 20 11 1,q211~+n1 
21 11 7,q432Et01 
_ ---·- 2 2 11 7 • q 6 4 8 Et O 1 
23 11 7,g3r,RE+01 
--
24 11 A,CC~qE+01 
25 11 "3.0312Et01 
______ 2& 11 -~.0537E+-01 
27 11 8,076rjE+01 
28 11 '3,0gq5E+01 
. 29 11 ,.122nE+01 
__ 30 11 8,146UE+01 
31 11 8,16901::+01 
-- 3 2 11 ~ • 1 g 3 4 f • 0 1 
3 3· 11 8 • 21 7 4 E. + 0 1 
____ .: 3 lt 11 , , :2 41oE+01 
· 35 11 B,26oOE+01 
__ 36 11· S,2906E•01 
37' 11 ~.3154E+01 
38 11 ~.3405E+01 
39 11 8,3657E+u1 
___ -~.: _ &t O 11 R.3q11E+01 
1+1 11 8.l+167E+01 
42 11 8.4426E+01 
-~- ·---------
.. ,43 11 8.'4686E+01 
,· .. 



















































.. . -· .. . . . ---2.ooooE-01 -5.0000EtOO ~. , __ 
2.0000E+02 S,OOOOE•OO 1.DOOOE+02 
2,0COOE•OO 2.0000E•OO 3.~QOOE-01 
2,0000E+OO 2,000ZE+OO 3.000tE-01 
2.0000~+00 2.00C4E+OO 3.0002E-01 
2,0001~+30 2,00C5f+CO 3.0003E-01 
2.ono1~+0l 2,00C7E+OO 3.0004E-01 
2.0001E+OO 2.ooogE+OO J.OOOSE-01 
2,00C1E+Ol 2,0011E+CO 3.000oE-01 
2.00G1Et00 2,0~12E+OO 1.0007E-01 
2.0001[+00 2,0014E+OO 3,000BE-01 
2,0002~+00 2,u016E+OO 3,0ocgE-C1 
2,00G2E+On 2.001RE+OO 3.0010E-01 
2,0002Et00 2.0019E+OO 3.0011E-01 
2,0002E+OJ 2,0D21E•OO 3,0012E-01 
2,00u2E+OO 2,0023E+OO 3.0011E-01 
2 • o o o 2 E + ll a 2 • o o 2 s E + o o 3 • n o 1' L+ =.: - o 1 
2.0~03~+01 2,0C26F.+OO 3,0015E-01 
2,0003Et~Q 2,002~E+OO 3,0016E-01 
2 • 0 0 0 3 C: + 0 0 2 , ·o O 3 0 E .- C O '3 • 0 G 1 7 E - 0 1 
2.0003E+OJ. 2.0032Et00 J.001RE•01 
2,0GD3E+OO 2,0033E+CO 3,0QigE-01 
2.0003E+OO 2.0035E+OO 3.0020E-01 
2,0004E+Oa 2,0037E+OO 3,0021E-01 
2,0004E+ao 2,0Q3gE+OO 3,002?E-01 
2.0004EtOJ 2,0040E+OO 3,0023E-01 
2.0004E•OO 2.0042E~OO 3.0024E-01 
• 
2,0004E+OQ 2,0044Et00 3.0025E-01 
2,00C4E+O~ 2.0u4oE+OO 3.0026~-01 
2,0005E+OO 2,0047E+OO 3,0027E-01 
2.00CSEtOO 2,Qij4qE+OO 3,0023E-01 
2,0005E+OO 2.0~51E+GO 3,0Q2gE-01 
2,0005E+OO 2.0C53E+OO 3,0D30E-01 
2,000SE+OO z.aUS4E+OO 3,0Q31E-01 
2.000SE+OO 2.00S6E+OO l,003?.E-01 
2,0006E+JO 2.JGS~E+OO 3,0013E-01 
2.000oE+OO 2,006uE+OO 3.0034E-01 
2.0GG6E+~O 2,J061E~oc 3.CG35E-01 
2.000oE+OO 2.J063E+OO J.0036E-01 
2,0006E+JJ 2.0C55E+OO 3.0G37E-01 
2,0006E•OO 2.00onE•OO 3.0038E-01 
2,0007E~oo 2.0068E+CO 3.0Q3gE-01 
2 • o o o 7 E.• o ·o ·, 2 ~ a o 1 a E • o o 1 • o o 4 o E- o 1 
2 • 0 0 ~O 7 t ~ 0 0 Z • 0 0 7 2 Et- 0 0 3 • 0 Q 4 i E ... D 1 .. 
2,0007[+00 2.0073£t00 3~a042E·01 
- - . -- - - . --· - . -- .. --2.0007E+OO 2.0075E+OO J.0043E-01 





,.,. 11 "•4q4~E•01 1.q97q[-01 2.0007E+Ol 2.\l077Et00 . l.004r+E-01 
ftli 11 8.5212E+01 1.gq7r:1E-Ot 2.ooo~E+oo . 2.Q07~F.+OO 3,0045E-01 
. 
46 11 8.547~E+01 1 • q g 7-g E -0 1 2.GU08Et00 2 ,·o o a a E + a o ~.0046E-01 ---·- . ·.-·---· 
,. 7 11 -- -- ~ ~.5746C'+01 1.gg78~-01 2.oco~F.:+00 2.0uR2E+OO 3,0u47E-01 
.. 8 11 t\e6GloE+01 1.gg7~E.-01 2.0QOA::.+-00 2,0u83E+CJ 3,004~E-01 
ft9 11 8e62R~E+01 1.qq??E-01 2.0008E+03 2 • J'O R ~ c. t Q 0 3,004C3E-01 
" 50 .11 I\ .• 6 S 6 2 E + 0 1 1.q177E-01 2.uOOREt-00 2.0Q~7Et00 ,.:, 3 • 0 0 5 0 E - 0 1 
51 11 6.6~3RE+01 1.C3CJ7~E-01 2.aaogE+oo 2,0089E+OO 3.0051E-01 
52, 11 6.7115£+01 1.gg?&E-01 2.000CJEf-00 2.aogoE+oo 3,C052E-E1 
-·53 -11 ,.13qsE+fJ1 .· 1.qg75E-01 2, OUOCJE+00-2. QQq2EtOO --·3, 0053F.-01. 
54 11 ,.7677E+o1· 1.997'3E-01 2·. 0 G O q C: + 0 0 2 , 0 0 .g 4 E + 0 Ll J,0053E-01 
ss 11 8.7q6uE•01 1.qg7tjE-01 2 .ooaqt:: .. 'lo 2,00'1SE+OO 3, 0 0 .5 4 ~ - 0 1 Ii ' ' ii 
56 11 6.8245E+01 1.qCJ74E-01 . 2.ooog::+oa 2.aog?E+OO 3.00SSE-01 
:, 
.'57 11 ,.q532E+~1 1.gg74E-01 2.001CE+OO 2.0099E•OO 3.00SSE-01 
5 6 11 ~.8R22E+01 1.qg?JE-01 2.-oc10E+OO 2.0100E+D0 3,0057E-01 
-59 11 8.<3112E+C1 1.qg71f-01 2.0010::+oo 2.0102E4-Ll0 3, 0 0 5 ~'E - 0 1 
60 11 8.q4Q,SE+01 1.gg72E-01 2.0CJ10E+-00 2.Q104Et00 3.G05CJ£-01 
61 11 ~.<3700E+01 1.gg72E-01 2.00itE+-00 2.a1CS[•OO 3.QOGOE-01 I 
< I 
62 11 a.gqq~E+o1 1.CJg71E-01 2.0010E .. OO 2.0107E+OO 3.0061E-01 I I 
63 11 q.o~CJ5[+01 1.qq71E-01 2.0011E+OO 2,01Qg[+OO 3.0062E-01 
6'+ 11 · 9,05CJ5E+01 1.qg?QE-01 2.0011E+OO 2, 0110 E+Oa 3.0063E-01 
&5 11 g.Q897E+J1 1.CJg7JE-01 2.0011E+OO - --- 3.0fl64E-01 . 2.0112E+OO 
66 11 3.1201E+01 1.9CJ70E-01 2,0C11E+OO 2.0114E+OO · 1.0065E-01 
f, 7 11 . 9.150oE+01 1.qg&qE-01 2.0011E+OO 2.0115E+OO. ·3 • 0 0 o 5 E - 0 1 
• 
68 11 9.1814Et01 1.CJq69E-01 2.0011E+IJO 2.0117£+00 3,0067£-01 
69 11 .9.2121~ .. 01 1.CJ96.~E-01 2.0012E+OO 2.011CJE+u0 3,0DoRE-01 
70 11 9.2434E+~1 1.gg~~E-01 2. 0012E+oa· 2,0120E+OO l,OOogE-01 
--71 11 9.2747E•CJ1 1.qg67~-01 2.on12E+-OO 2.C122E+OO '3.0C?GE-01 II 
' 
72 11 'l.3061E+01 1.qg57E-01 2,0012E.-OO 2,3124[+00 3,0071E-01 'j 
73 11 g.3377E+01 1.q<366E-01 2,0012E+OO 2,0125Et00 3.0072E-01 I I 
74 11 • q.3o95E+01 1.qg66E-01 2.0012E•OO 2.0127Et00 3,0072E-01 
75 11 q.401r;E+01 1.gg66E-01 2.0013Et00 2,012gF+OO 3.0G7.lF.:-01 
76 11 q.Lt337E+01 1.qgo5E:-01 2.0013E+OO 2.0130E+OO 3.0074E-01 
--·· 77 11 q,4660E+01 1.996SE-C1 2.0C13C:+Ou 2.0132F+OJ 3.0G7SE-01 
78 11 '3,l.tCJ85E+~1 1.qg64E-u1 2.0C13Et00 2,01~4Et00 3,007oE-01 
79 11 q.5312E+01 1,9g64E-01 2.0013Et00 2,01~5Et00 J,0077E-01 
80 11 q.S640E+01 1.qgoiE-01 2.0013E+OO 2.0137E+OO 3.0078E-01 
81 11 9,5q71E+01 1.<J963E-01 2.0014Et00 2,0139E+OO 3,0Q7gE-01 I flf JII 
82 11 q.f>302E+01 1.CJ9o3E-01 2.0014E+OO 2.~140Et00 3,0GSOE-01 'I Ill 
-
.. • 
83 11 g,661oEt01 1.qg&zE-01 2.au11.+E+UO 2.011.+2E+OO J.0081E-01 I 
84 11 g.r,971E+01 1.CJQ62E-01 2.0u14E+OO 2,0144E+OU 1,00~2E-01 
65 11 q.7308E+01 1.gqo1F.-01 2.0014::+0d 
' ' 
2,0145E+u0 l.00~1E-P~ 
86 11· q.7647E+01 1.gqf")1E-01 2.0C141:+00 2,0147E+OO 3,0G~4E-01 
8 7 11 9.7q87E+01 1.CJ960E-01 2.0015E:+00 2,0148E+u0 3,0085E-01 
88 11 q.s32g£+01 1.CJqooE-01 2.001t;E+OO 2.015uE+OO J,0086£-01 
--89 11 .q.~673E+Ot 1.qqsqE-01 2,0015E+OO 2.0152E+OO 3.0uRE>E-01 
qo 11 q.qo1~E+-01- 1.gg5gE-01 2,0015E+OO 2,0153E+OO 3,00~7E-01 
91. 11 9.g365E+01, 1.gg5<3E-Ol 2.0J15E+-OJ 2,0155E+OO 3,0088E-01 
92 11 g.q114E+o1 1.<Jgs=-iE-01 2.oa1SE+-O~ 2.0157E+OO J,0089E-01 
93 11 1.0006E+U2 1.995<\E-01 2.0016Ei-OO 2,015BE+OO 3.ooqoE-01 
• 94 11 . ·t.0042E .. 02 1.qq57E-01 2.0016E+OO 2,0160E+OO. 3.oog1F.-01 
q5, 11 1.0G77E+02 1.qgs7E-G1 2.C016E+OO 2,01n1E+OO J.ooq2E-01 
(36 11 ·1.0112E+02 1.'3<35oE-01 2.0010~+00 2.0163£•00 3,QQq3E-01 
q7 11 1.014C\E+02 1.<3956E~01 2.0010~+00 2.0165E+OO 3.00C34E-01 
98 11 1.0113L+~+02 1.gq56E-01 2.0016E-.t-OO .. 2 • Qi 6 6 E + 0 0 3 • 0 0 q 5 E·- 0 1 · 
C}<} 11 1.D220E+02 1.CJ955E-01 2 .OG1:7E+OO 2~01o8E+OO 3,0095E-01 
' 100 11 1e02S6E+02 1.gqssE-01 2.00176+00 2.01101:+oo 3 .-Oll q 7E-01 
. 
·--- . 101 11 1.02q2E+02 1.99Sl+E-01 2.0017E•OO 2e0171E+OD 3.0097E•01 
' • • 









10l 11 1.032qE•02 1.qq5~E-01 2.0017E•OO 2.U173E•OO l.onqqE-01 
103 11 1,0~6~E~02 1.q15~E-01 ~2.Q017E+JO 2,0174Et00 3,0Q9qE-01 
104 11 t.0402E+D2 1,gg53f-01 2.0017E•10 2,D176E+OO 3,01COE-01 
-- --
-1~ s 11 1 .• o c. 3 g E' + o 2 . 1 • q q s 3 F. - o 1 ___ 2 • _cu11 ~ £ ,._ .OJJ _ . 2 • a .1 z ~ s t:.o a __ _ 3 • o t o 1 E - o 1 
106 11 1.a476(t02 1.qgs2E-01 2,0018EtQO 2.017gi+OO 3,0102E-01 
107 11 1,0513E+02 1,9952E-01 2,0013E•OO 2,01~1E+CO 3,0103E-01 
108 11 1,0S51E+02 1.gg51E-01 2,0018E+~O 2,0182E~oo 3.0104E-01 
1cq 11 1.05R~Et02 1.qgs1E-01 - 2,0018~+00 2,01A4E+GO 3,0105E-01 
110 11 ___ 1.0626E+02 1.gqsoE-01 2,.001~E+OO 2,01A6E+OO 3,0106F.-01 
111 11 1,06~4~+02 1,qqsoE-01 2.0019~+00 2,0187E•OO 3,0107E-01 
112 11 1,0702E+02 1,ggsoE-01 2,0019£+00 2a0189E+OO 3,u107E-01 
113 11 1,0740E+02 1.gq4qE-01 2,001qE•OO 2,019JE•OO Ji010~E-01 
11~ 11 - 1,0778Et02 1,qq49E-01 2.0019E•OO 2.01g2EtOO 3.G1cqE-01 
' 115 11 1.0A17E•02 1,gg48E-01 2.0019~+00 2,Q1g4E+OO 3.0110E-01 
116 11 1,0855E+02 1.oq4~E-01 2,0QtqE+OO 2,J19SE•Ou 3.0111E-01 
·-117 11 1,Q8g4Et02 1.gg47E-01 2,CC20Et0u 2,0197E+OO 3,0112E-01 
118 11 1.QgJJE+02 1,Gq47E-01 2,0C2G~+OO 2.0198E+OO 3,0113E-01 
119 11 1,0q72f•02 1.gq47E-01 2.0020EtOQ 2.0200Et00 3,0114E-01 
120 11 1.1011E+02 1.gq4~E-01 2.0G20~+00 2.0202r+oo J.0115E-01 
121 11 lo10SiE+02 1.qq4~~-0t 2.0020~+00 2.0203E+OO 3,D115E-01 
122 .11 1.1oqoE+02 1.gq4;E-01 2.0020E+0D 2,Q205E+OO 3.0116~-01 
--
-· 123 11 1.1130E+02 1.qq4sE-Ol 2.0021~+a~ 2.02U6E•OO J.0117E-01 
124 11: 1,1170E+O?. 1.qg44£-01 2,0021E+OO 2.020~Et00 3,0118E-01 
12.5- 11 1 • 1 2 G <3 E + 0 2 1 • 9 q 4 4 E - 0 1 2 • G O 21 E + 0 0 2 • G 2 C 9 E+ 0 0 3 • C 11 q E - 0 1 
126 11 1.124gE+02 1,qg44E-01 2,0021Et00 2,0211E+GO 3,0120E-01 
127 11 1,12gQE+C2 1.gg43E-01 2,0021E+OO 2,0213E+DO 3,0121E-01 
128 11 1,1330t+02 1,qq43£-01 2.ao21E+OO 2,0214[+00 J.0122E-01 
--129 11 1,1370E•02 1.qq42E-01 2,0021E+OO 2,0216E~OO 3,C123E-01 
130 11 1,1~11Et02 1.qq42E-01 2.0022E+OO 2,0217Et00 3,0123E-01 
131 11 1,1452E+02 1.qq42E-01 2,CJ22E+OO 2~021qE+OO 3~0124E-01 
132 11 1,1~g3Et02 1.gq41E-01 2.0G22E+l0 2,J220E+Ou 3,0125E-01 
' 
133 11 1.1534(+02 1,qq41E-01 2.U022Et00 2,0222Et00. l,0126E-01 · 
134 11 1,1575£+02 1.gg4ue-01 2.0022E+OJ 2.C224E+OO 3,0127E-01 
--135 11 1,1616Et02 1,gq40E-01. 2,0022E+U~ 2.0225E+OO 3,012~E-01 
136 11 1,16SRE+02 1.gg3gE-01 2,0023E+OO 2,0227E+OO 3,012gE-01 
137 if 1,16q9Et02 1.qq3qE-01 2.0023E+OO 2,022~P.+OO l,013QE-01 
138 11 1,1741£+02 1,gg31E-01 2o0C23Etu0 2.0230E+OO 3,0130E-01 
139 11 1.17~3E+02 1.gg3aE-01 2.0u23E•JO 2o02~1E+OQ 3.0131E-01 
140 11 1,1R2SEt02 1,gg3~E-01 2,0023E+OO 2,0233Et00 3,0132E-01 
141 11 1,1867E+02 1,qq11E-01 2,0023E+OO 2,023~Et00 3,0133E-01 
1~2 11 1,1qQqE+02 1,9937E-01 2,0024EtOJ 2,0236Et00 3,0134E-01 
143 11 1,1<352Et02 1.gg37E-01 2.0024E+OO · 2,IJ23REtOO 3,0135E-01 
14~ 11 1.1gg4E+02 1.gg35£-01 2,0024E+OO 2,0239E+OO 3,013oE-01 
145 11 1,2037E+02 1.gg35E-01 2.002~E+OO 2,0241Et00 3,0137E-01 
146 11~_t.20ROE+02 1.qq3sE-01 2,0C24E•D0 2.U242E+OO 1,0137~-01 
147 11 1,2122E+02 1,993SE-01 2,0u24E+JO 2.0244E+OO 3,0138E-01 
148 11 1,2165E+02 1,gg]5E-01 2.0025E+OO 2.0245f•OO 3.013qE-01 
14g 11 1,22QqE+02 1.gq34E-01 2.002SE•OO 2,0247E+OO 3,0140E-01 
1SO 11 1.2252E+02 1.gg14E-01 2,0025E+no 2,024~E•OO 3,0141E-01 
151 11 1,22g5Et02 1.gq3~E-01 2,0025E•OO 2,0250E+UO 3.0142E-01 
152 11 1,233qE+02 1,9933E-01 2.0025E+OO - 2,0251£+00 1.0143E-01 
--
153 11 1,238~E+02 1,gg33E-01 2,0025EtQO 2.0253E+OO 3,0143E-01 
15~ 11 1,2426F+02 1,9932E-01 2,002&E+ao 2,0?54E•OO 3,0144E-01· 
1S5 11 1.2~70Et02 1.qg3zE-01 2.0026E+OO 2.0256E+OO 1.0145E~01 
15 6 11 1. 2 51 4 E • 0 2 1 • g g 31 E -a 1 2 • 0 0 2 6 Et- 0.0. ~ 2. 0 2 5 ~ E + 0 0 3. 0 14 6 ~ - 0 1 
1 s 1 11 · 1 • 2 s s g E + o 2 1 • g q 3 1 E - o 1 2 • a a 2 o t t-O o · 2 ·• o 2 5 .g E • a o J • o 14 1 E .... o 1 
' 
.1?8 . . 1l. ___ 1. 260 3E+02 1. 9930 E-01 2. 002&E:•90 _ __2_._0_261~_t.00 __ ~~-01'4_8E-:_0~--
159 11 1126~7E+02 1.gqJQE-Gi 2.0D2&E+OO 2.0262E+OO J.014qf-Oi 
I I 
, 184 
... ~• ----· ·-·· ....... ·--···· ·-. ·- ··-·-
·--··- ........ --·· 
" 
·-· --------- ' • ... -- .... -
--.. --.. -.... ; 
160 11 ,1,?~q2(+02 1,9q3oE-01 
161 11 1.273&F+02 1.gq2qE-01 
162 11 1.27~1E+J2 1.q~zqE-01 
163 11 1.2826E+Q2 1.gqz~E-01 
1&4 11 1.2~71E+02 1.9q28E-01 
165 11 1,291oEtQ2 1.gg?.Rf-01 
16& 11 1,2q62Et02 1,9127E-01 
167 11 1,J007Et02 1,gqz7E-01 
16~ 11 1.Jij53E+oa. 1.qq2;E-01 
1;q 11 1.3ag~E+o2 ·1.gqzoE-01 
170 11 1.3144E+02 1.qq26E-01 
111 11 1.31go~+o2 1.ggzsE-31 
' 172 11 1,323oE+02 1,9125E-01 
173 11 1,3282Et02 1,q924E-01 
174 11 1.332RF.+02 1,qg24E-01 
175 11 1,3374E+02 1.9g24E-01 
176 11 1.3421E+02 1.gg23£-01 
177 11 1,3467£+02 1.q123[-01 
178 11 1,3514Et02 1.9922£-01 
17g 11 1,35o1E+02 1,qqz2E-01 
160 11 1,3&0~E+02 1.gg2?E-01 
1 f\ 1 11 ·-- - - 1 , 3 ~ S 'i E + 0 2 1 • q q 2 1 E - 0 1 
1~2 11 1,3702[•02 1.qq21~-01 
183 11 1.374gf+o2 1.ggzoE-01 
164 11 1,37g;E+02 1.qq20E-01 
185 11 1.3B44E+~2 1,9q2QE-01 
186 11 1.3~91E•02 1.gg1gE-C1 
187 11 1,Jg3gE+02 1.gq1gE-Ol 
1R8 11 1.39~7E+02 1.qg1gE-Ol 
1B9 11 t.4035E+a2 1.gg1aE-01 
1qo 11 1.4083Et02 1.gq1AE-01 
191 11 1.4131E+02 1,9917E-01 
1q2 11 1.417gE+02 1.qq11E-01 
---··· 193 11 1,4227ft02 1.9917E-01 
1q4 11 1,4276Et02 1.qg1&E-01 
195 11 1,4324E+C2 1,9q1~E-01 
1q& 11 1.4373E+02 1.gg1SE-01 
1q7 11 1,4422E+02 1.gq15E-01 
19R 11 1.4471E+02 1.gg1sE-01 
····-----1 q g 11 1.4S1qEt02 1,9g14E-01 
200 11 · 1,4So~E+02 1.9<314E-01 




2.002it+10 2.02&4E•OO 3.014q~-01 
2.0027E•J~ 2.D26;E•CO 3.0tSOE-01 
2.0027E+OO 2.02h7F+OC 3.u1StE-01 
2.0~27EtOQ 2.n2~~E•OO 3.0152€-01 
2.0027E+OO 2.0270E+CJ 3,0153E~01 
2.0027E+0-1 2.D271E+OO 3.u!St+E-01 
2.0027~tJO 2.0273£+00 3.0155£-01 
2,00?8E+uu 2.0274E+OO 3.0155E-Oi 
2,002RE•OO 2.0276E+OO 3.015;E-01 
2 • 0 C 2 B E + J J . ·- 2 • Q 2 7 7 E + 0 0 -- 3 • 0 1 5 7 E - 0 1 ·-
2. JO 2 ~ E + O ~ 2.027gE+OO 3.0!;BE-01 
2.002~E+OO 2.0280E+OO 3.015qE-01 
2,0Q2RE+~O 2,0282E+OO 3,0160E-01 
2. 0 0 2 q Et O O 2'. 0 2.8 3 E + 0 Q J.01o1E-01 
2,002<3Et;JO 2.~285E+OO 3,0161~-01 · 
2,0029~+00 2.02R6E•OO 3,016?.~-01 
2,0Q2q~+OO 2,02RBE+OO 3,0163E-01 
2.0Q2gEf0Q 2.0289E+CO 3,0164~-01 
2,0029E+OO 2.a2q1f+OO 3.0165E-01 
2,0030E+OO 2.02q2EtOO 3,016~E-01 
2,0a30E•~O 2.02q4E•ao 3,01&~E-01 
2.003CE+O~ 2e02g5E+OO 1,0167E-01 
2.0030E+ao 2.0297E+OO 3.016RE-01 
2,0030E+OO 2.D29~E+OJ 3.016gE-01 
2.0U30E+JO 2,03COE+OO 3.0170E-01 
2,il031E+QO 2,0101E+OO 3,0171E-01 
2.Q031~•JO 2~0303E+OO l.~171E-01 
2,0031E+OO 2,0304E+OO 1,u172E-01 
2,0031~+00 2.J306E+OO 3,0173E-01 
2,G031E+OO 2.0307EtCO 3,0174E-01 
2,0031E+O~ 2.03oqE~oo. 3.0175E-01 
2,0Q32E~ao ~.0110E+OO 3,0176E-01 
2.0032E+OQ 2.0312E+OO 3.0176E-01 
.2,0032E+0D 2,0313E+OO 3.0177E-01 
2,u032E+JO 2.0315E+OO J.017~E-01 
2,0032Et0~ 2,031~F.t00 3,017gE-01 
2,0032Et00 2,031gE+OO l,Oi~JE-01 
2,0032E•OO 2,0319EtOQ. 3,01~0E-01 
2.0033E+OO 2.032UE+OO 3.0181E-01 
2 • 0 0 3 3 E + 0 0 2 , 0 3 2 2 E + 0 0 3 • 0 1 8 2 E - 0 1-
2,0033 E • O O · 2.0323E+OO 3.0183£-01 
ASYMPTOTIC STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE PARAMETERS 
1,1?57E-02 1,1400£-02 1,5217E-01 7,6554E-03 
-ASYHPfOTic·-coRRELATION MATRIX OF TH:': PARAHETERS 
1 2 3 4 
1,00000 -.R4726 -,8531q ,·5&507 
-.~472& 1.00000 .q~as4 -.os261 
-.85319 .g4054 1.00000 -.1qosG 
,56507 -.0;2&1 -.19056 1.00000 
~-
' . 
F <CAL Cl Y- F ST AND 0. ~ 0 ---- - . VAR I ABLES 
DIFFERENCE DEVIATION 
OF ESTIMATES , .. t • 
AS ENTERED-
-OUfrIN G·-1 NPUT-· 
1 1g.68372 -19.68372 11.r,233q,\ .-· o.OOOu1J. .03300 
_.;.. . -- ' 
' 
2 .21s.12s14 -2&.42574 6.20911 . 1s~.Joooo .s22on 
.3 313.~4447 -13,04447 6.24482 '300.eoooo 1.01100 












--··. ··-··. 8 508.416~7 





_._., -- -11t 6S5,4,Jq41 
1S 673. 3 3175 
16 6 ~ R • 5 1 4 7 O· 
11 100.g2ag4 
18 710. 7'\~42 
1q. 11g.14Gq1 
. -- -20 725,q7J26 
21 731.J<Jl+tg 
22 735.q~goa 





















































-- ·- -· 




















11', 3 0 o 5 2 o KENNE Q g 
18,30o5?..KEN~E,A5110,•KENNEOY,CM&SOOO,T200. 
18.30 o 53 oRUN ( St 
18,30057,. ,574 CP SECONDS COHPILATI0~_JI~~.~~~~~----.~.:-.~~-
18,30a~7.LO~~CINPUT> 
18 .10 o 5~ ,l111J. "· 
1,8 .32 GI 04 .ROLLOUT- COMPLETED. (FL .55lt00) 
• 16.32018.~0LLIN COHPLETEO. 
17.77 II/0 COST NOT INCL)· 
- -- ... ----·-·-------- ----·---··--· 
18,34o24oSTOP 
18.34o25oEXECUTI0N COST OF THIS JOB $ 
18.34o2So 0 RIO~ITY SYSTEM RESOURCE UNITS 186.<39 
18,34o25oAUTHORI2EO BALANCE IS $ t.615.Slt 
18.l4o25oGP 1~7.045 SEC. 
18.34.25.P~ s.o;o SEC. 
18,56.~&. KENNE09 000393 LINES PRINTED 
., 








































































• ••• FORMAT CONTRUL su~PRESSED •••• 
:• 
• SUOROUTINE FUN(F.FP,P.X) 














, 000007 F=P(1)+(PC2)+P<3>•X<2>>•X(3)••P<4)+PC5)•(X(J)••PC6))•(X< .. >••PC7)) 
1 
·1 0 o O o 3 3 • F P < 1 > = 1 " o 
... I 
· 000034 . FP(2)=X(3) 0 •P(4) 1 
....... - . • • • - ... -- • • ... •• • ... • •• • • - • •. •• • .1 . ... • • •· . • - . .~).,,: 000041 FP(3)=X(2~QX(3)••P(4) ,, I 
000046 FP<4>=<P<2>+Pi3>•X<2>>•(X(3)••PC4>>•ALOG(X(3)) ~ 0 0 0 0 6 4 ~-.. - --- F P < 5 ) = < X C ~ > q. ,, P Co ) > • ( X ( 4 ) • • P ( 7 ) ) . ,. . ·--. ... . . -· ·- - .. ·-· -- ~l"·-. --·-
000074 FP<6>~«PCS)•X(4>••P(7))•(X(3)••P(6))•ALOG(X(J)) I 
i 0 ·Q O 11 i., F P < 7 ) = < P C 5 > • X C 3 ) • • P ( 6 > > • ( X ( 4 > ¥ • P ( 7 > ) • A .L O G ( X ( 4 > ) . i 
I 000136 RETURN ! 
000136 ENO : 
CORE HAP 17.2J.34. NORHAL CONTROL 000100 i 055022 
---·w_--:---"·. -·--TIME-- -LOAD HOD E --L 1.;.-L 2 ~ _..;.--;.._ T VP E ~-;.-;.;-.;-;.~--.;.·;;-~-;:;-.;.~-~~us ER.;;~~+-+·~-.;·;;c·A LL---;.-.;.-~~;.~~-~.;;;;-; • .;;.,FWA. LOA o.;.·.;.1: WA- l OAD~ 
FWA LOADER 060764 FHA TABLES OS6oS7 
-PROGRAH----ADDRESS- (• 
BMDX85 000100 • I 0000,0 0 0000 00 
--LABELEO--•COHHON--- .: ·- ·, 
HINIZ· 043614 ., . -··- •. ~.:.-;.eLNK·-coHN--··LE_NGiH-.;.. 
STEP 045414 1 : 
-·· .. . . . .. 
• 
----- ATOF -----· 046332 --------------------------. ---------- --! - . . -·· - -- ~ 
Ir,TCHR 04642& : 
-----~--- ... GETCHR 04o~73 .. , . . ·-·- _._ .-.,,: c·,. ~-- -~---··--- - .. ..... • .; . ·····- - .• - ·-··----·· ··- 1·· -· 
:·· ~ · .. ;_. ·..... ~. 
,·: .. ,~ .. • .. ~· ·- - .· . -
...... -.4 .... ; .. _.·,. - - - • ~ 
-.. · ... · .. ·- .. 
I 
GCHARS 046612 ....... ···- ., ....... _ ... •-• .. • .... _ .. __ ..... , ..... : "-. ·-·-····· .. · ... _ -. .. ~· I-.· SCH A RS O L+b545 :1 
.. 
. · .. ·• . ' •. -
FUN 040703 
.! 
·, EXP O 4 7 161 -----.---------...--.....-......... · ·;;..;..· --·----· . -----------------------
SQRT 047240 
. ~. •. . .-:·: ~ . .. . . SY S T E; H O 4 7 3 0 3 ~. ........... 4 - SCOPE2. Olt7303 
ALNLOG 050404 
. :.. ,: .·. 
.. . - .. RaAREX 050473 
GETOA· 0~0552 
.•• -· '9; 










.. 1"' . ·:-. , •.. 
i -
.· L '. -···· ··- - .. .. ··- ... _. ____________________ __,.;, __ ........., __________________ __;._ __________ .....-____ _ 
ii~?UTC QjG571 
KODER 050706 
KRAKER d521&3 . . ~•-·.-·.·· . :·.: -··.··.• ···-- -· :·-:-- - ·- ··- -------- ....... --·--··~· •',• ·.- .. ; ...... :... --:,- . 
OUTPTC 053234 
. . 
.. - --·· -- --.... --··--·· ----·-·-·--·--. ··-· ··- ··- .... - ..... REWINH ·053326 










.•.. --·-- -·-·····--··---·-··--·-·----· -·- 1 ••. !- ··-·-···-·-
I 
•• 
---------··;.. __ -u,~SATI SFI E:D EXTERNAL·s·~-~~;.:-.: 
l 
' ! 




. . . . 
. ··-. ------·· 111·---·---·-··---BHOX85R-NON•LINEAR LEAST SQUARES 
USING A ~TEPWISE GUASS-NEWTON METHOD C.S.U. STAT LAU REVISED JUNE 20,1970 FROM 
. 
. . 
BHOXOS •NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - REVISED AUGUST 6, 1968 
HEALTH SCIENCES COMPUTING FACILITY, UCLA 
PROBLH CUDE 8MOX8S 
NUHOER OF VARIABLES 4 
.. ·······--------INDEX OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 1 
INDEX OF THE WEIGHTING VARIABLE -0 
. -·-·· ·-·--···· ------· -----------NUMBER OF CASES 39 
NUMBER GF PARAMETERS 7 
. ---·-··-· ----------TOLERANCE 
.000010 EPSILON 
.000010.· .. , ~ MAXIMUM NUHAE~ ,OF I Tt,,'~T!ONS -- ··· 100 . /'.---~--~--... -. -... - .. -
NUHOER OF VA~IAULE f~k~~T CARDS 1 






































i': , .. 




















MODEL BEING USED 
HINIHA 
-1.0000E+20 -1.0000E+2o·~i~6000E+20 -1.0000E+20 -1.aoooE+zo -1.0000E+20 !-1.0000E+20 MAXIHA 




1 0 2.852GE+O~ 
-... -· ·-·--
2 0 3.8597E+03 
3 0 5.2232E+02 
.4 0 7.0676E+01 
5 0 9.5604E+OO 
_. ___ & __ O 1.zg22E+OO 
--
---
7 0 1.1426£-01 
8 O 2.3357E-02 
9 0 3.D793E-03 
10. 0 3.8804E-Ot+ 
11. 0 4.J212E-05 















-· ........ - .. 
7 1.1970E-06 
0 1~1970£-0d 
1.0000E+20 t.OOOOE+20 1.0000E+20 1.0000E+20 1.0000E+20 1.0000E+ZO i 1.0000E+20 PARAMETERS 
,, 
• 1.0000E+01 1.00001:+01 ·1.ooOGE+01 s.ooooF-01 t.OOOOE+01 5.0000E-01.J s.ooooE-01 ··-9.0498E-04 1.0000£+01 1.0000E+o1 7.1901E-01 -1.0776E-03 5.0000E-U1: s.ooaoE-01 9.0498E-04 1.0000E+01 1.000GE+01 9.3802E-01 -1.u77bE-03 .s.ooouE-01 · 5.0000E-01 9.0498E-04 1.0000E+o1 t.OOOGE+01 1.1570E+OO -1.u776E-03 s.oouuE-01 • s.ouuDE-01 9.04<38E-04 1.0000E+01 1~000GE+01 1.3760£+00 -1eJ776E-03 5.000DE-01 5.00QGE-01 9.0498E-04 1.ooo,JE+o1 1.0000Et01 1ct51.)49f+OO -1.J776E-03 S.OOOOE-01 s.0000£-01 9.0498E-04 1.0000E+Oi 1.ooocE+o1 1.8138Et00 -1.0776E-03 5.0000£-01 5.0DOOE-01 
-:3.0498E-04 1.ooooE .. 01 1GOOOOE+01 2.0322[+00 -1.J776E4:'03 S.OOOOE-01 5.0uiJOE-01 9.0L+98E-04 1.0000E+01 1.0000E+01 Z.2498E+OO -1.u776E-03 5.0000E-01 5 • 0 0 0 ·O E - 0 1 
~.0498E-O'+ 1.0000E+01 1.000GE+01 2.4649£+00 -1.il776E-03- S.OOOGE-01 S.OOOUE-01 9.0498E-04 1.0000E+01 1.000GE+01 2.6733E+-OO -1.u776E-03 5.0000E-01: 5. o· 0 0 OE- 0 1 9.0l+98E-04 1.0000E+o1 1.0000£+01 2.8o50E+OO -1.0776E-03 5.0000E-01: 5.0uOOE-01 9.0498E-Ol+ t.OOOOE+01 1.0000E+Ol 3.0186£+00 -1.0776£-03 5.0000E-01 ! 5.000CE-01 9.0498E-OL+ 1.iJOOOE+01 1.0000E+o1 3.105bE+OO -1.0776E-03 5.000GE-01 5.000LE-01 9.0498E-OL+ 1.0000E+01 1.0000E+01 3 •. 128 2 E + 0 0 -1e0776E-03 5.000uE-01 5.0LIOOE-01 
"9.0498E-04 1.0000Et-01 1eOOOOE+01 3.1294E+OO -1.0776E-03 5.0000E-01 5.000LE.-01 9.0498E-04 1.0000E+01 1.0000E+01 3.1294E+OO -1.0776E-03 5.000GE-01 5.0000E-01 9.0498£-04 1.:JOOOE+01 1.0000E+01 3.1294E+OO -1.0776£-03 s.ooooE-01 5.uOOOE-01 9.0498E-D4 1.0000E+-01 1.000CE+01 3.1294E+OO -1.0776E-03 5.0uOOE-01 s.oooot-01 















ASYMPTOTIC STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE PARAHETERS 
-O. 4.4281E+02 o. 1.4915E-02 o • o. 
. ASYHPTOTIC COKRELATION MATRIX OF THE PARAMETERS - .. · .. ______ - ...... 
·- ·--· --·---. 1 2 · 3. .,. 5 6 7 
.. 
1 0.00000 o.OOOGO o.OOJOO 0.00000 o.oootQ 0.00000 0.00000 
2· o • o o o o o 1 • o a a o a o • o o o o a • 3 s 7 3 4 - • 7 g 7 7 5 o • o o ~ o o o • o o o .o o . . . . . .. _ __ , ___ "'" ______ ,c. 
-----.-------------------··-·3 ·0-~ooo·ao···o.oo(J°cff-··-,r~oo1foo·--~-~·-~-·-·o·~oocio·o ···o.oootl'a · 0.00000 ___ 0.00000 
. ~ 
~ 0~00000 .3S734 0.00000 1.00000 .27479 o.OOuOO 0.00000 
5 0000000 -.7977S o.oollOQ_ -~27479 __ 1~00·000 __ 0.00000 _____ 0.ooooo 
-6-0oOOOOD·Q.00000 0.00000 0.00000 D.00000 O.OOIJOO O.OOOQO 
7 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ____ 0.ooooo 0.00000 - 0.00000 0.00000 
-CASE · F<CALC> Y-F STA'-'DARD VARIABLES" AS ENTERED DURING INPU·T 
DIFFERENCE DEVIATION 






























· .o O 105 
15 .00109 
16 · .00113 
17 .00101 
- ·1 8 - • 0 0 1 2 3 
l9 .00115 
20 .00°133 
· 21 .00131 
22 .uo12s 

















0 F EST I _MAT ES 
-.00016 .00004 .00086 370;10000 ~010~0 400.00000 
- • o o o 1-0 • o o o o '+ - ·~ o o o 9 s 3 a o. o o o o o·- -~ o 1 o '+ o · i. o a.ca o o o . 
- • o o o o 6 ___ . __ • o a o o 3 • o o 114 3 g 9. 1 a o o o • o 1 o L+ o 4 o o. u o o o o 
-.00002 .00003 .00120 402.60000 .01040 400.GOCOO 
-.00002 .00003 .00128 415.50000 .01040 400.000uO 
-.LOOOO ~00003 .00140 431,60000 .01040 400.00000 
• o a o o 2 • o o o o 3 • o o 14 L+ l+ 3 s • o a o o o • o 1 o 4 o '+ o o • o o o o o· 
· ... o a o o o ~ o o o o 3 - -: o o 1 s 2 4 s o • g J o a o - -~ o 1 a '+ o -- ·4 o o • o o o o o 
-.00004 .00004 .00154· 460.00000 .01040 400.00000 
-.00004 .00004 000156 463,80000 .01040 400.000JO 
• 00012 . ----- • 0 0 0 0 3 ~o O O 16 0 4 4 4. 5 0 O O O • 010 l+ 0 4 0 0. 0 0 0 O O 
eOOOJ2 •'00003 e0016Q- 412.60000 e01040 400.00000 
-.oao11 .00004_ ..!.!_O~_a~ ·321.9000~ .010'+0 300.00000 
-.00009 .00004 .0009& 3-2-t:-9·0000- -;(Yiotto 300-;ooo·o·o-
-.o~oog .00003 .00100 334,50000 .01040 300.00000 
- • o o.o o 3 • o o o o 3 • a o 11 o- 3 '+ o. 9 o o o o • o 1 o l+ o 3 o o. o o o o o 
• 00019 _ -· ____ • 0 0 0 0 L+ • 0012 0 3 21, 6 0 0 0 0 • 010 4 0- 3 0 O • ODO O O 
.uoao~ .00003 .0012s Js1.1aooo .c10~0 300.00000 
.00011 .000~3 .00132 344.20000 .010~0 300.00000 
.00001 .00002 .00134 372.JJOOO .01040 300.00000 
.00003 .00002 .00134 370,10000 .01040 300.000uO 
.00011 .00003 .00136 360.30000 .01040 300.00000 
.00001 .ooou2 .00138 37a.soooo .01040 300.00000 
- • 0 0 0 1 0 .. - • 0 0 0 0 2 --. 0 0 14 0 -· 3 6 7 • 8 0 0 0 0 - . • 0 1 0 4 0 3 0 0 • 0 0 O O O -
-.OJ01o .00002 .00144 415,SlOOO .C1040 300.00000 
-.00016 .00002 .00146 418,7JOOO .01040 300,000JO 
-.00002 .00002 .00150 402,60000 · .010~0 300.00000 
.00002 .00002 .00156 405.80000 .01040 300.00000 
• a o o o 1 -·· ·-----· • o o o o 2 • o o 16 L+ '+ 21. 3 a o o o • o 1 o L+ o 3 o o. o a o o a 
- • o o on 2 • a o o o 3 • o o 10 a 4 31. q J o o o • o 1 o t+ o ·-·-·· 3 o o • o a o o o -
-.00002 .pooo3 .00168 431.90000 .01040 300.00000 
~.00010 ~00003 .00170 447.80000 .01040 300.00000 
-.00007 .00003 .00172 447.10000 .01040 300.00000 
.00000 \00003 .0017& 441.60000 .0101+0 300.00000 
.ooaoo .00003 .001so 448.10000 .01040 · Joo.oooao 
-·- • o o o o 1 -·----·-- · · • a o c, o 3 --• a o 1 a 2 · -- '+ '+ 9 • a o a a a ·· · • o 1 o 4 a · - 3 o o • o a o o o -
.00000 .00003 • 00182 451o30DOO .01040 300.00000 
.00013 .00003 .00190 443.20000 .c101+0 Joo.00000 
.0'1008 .00003 .00192 454e80QOO e01040 300.00000 




1 7. 2 3 • 2 7 • ,< E N NE , A 511 0 , • KE NH E O Y t C Mo S O O O , T 2 0 0 ; -- - -----------·-------· 
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17.23.49. EXECUTION COST OF THIS ·Jos---s 
17.23049.PRIORITY SYSTEM RESOU~CE UNITS 
17.23.49.AUTHORIZEO BALANCE IS $ 
17.23.~9.CP 8.765 SEC. 
17.23.4~.PP 1.211 SEC. 
. - -. - . -- - . . - ..... - . . . . ... -· --- - - . . . -···- ·-- . -7"··-- --· . ··-..;: .• 
. 
.·aorrro-co-srNor--rNc[) . 
9.07 4950. 81+ ·-. ·-··.--· ··--···· ---- - -··_ ··-- -·:·~--. -~------
. . 
17.31.13~ KENNEPJ 000220-LINES PRINTED /// Et40 OF LIST ///· LP 23 
- -------
----190 












LEANS Il OUTPUT 















.. r .. :_., 
•,.•: ,; 
., 
~ ~ - ~ 0 0 0 1 0 D OJ 3 0 lt it O O 010 0 0 000000 
••••~FoRHAT CONTROL SUPPRESSED•••• 
CORE HAP os.22.os. NORMAL CONTROL - -- - ... -fk* 
---TIHE-··LOAO MOOE --L1--L2-----TYPE------~----~---USER---++---CALL-~-·-i 
FWA LOADER 060735 FWA TABLES 056~16 . 
-PROGRAH----AODRESS- --LAB£LEO---COHHON----A0DRESS-
T lt.D O O 1 o 117 41 A O O O 1 O 0 
e oo&J64 
... -. --- ... -· - ·•·· - . -·--- --· ·- . ..,_ .. . --- ... 
C 010~47 
ACGOER 025015 ·------ _______ __:. ____ "--·----------·~·-···-
EXP 025027· 
' ' SINCOS 025100 
. . . -
~----~-~-FWA LOAO--LWA LOAO--BL~K COMN-~LENGTH--
•• ~~- ........... -···--- • ..-';_1,. .. _... '-· ~ ·.~-. ··-· ·-· --· -· . -··. --- - •• - . • - • - :- ~-----· 
SORT 025205 







··----~~· ··----....--- ----------------------RB A REX D26534 
GET BA 026613 
. ~ - . ' 
. - . -· . ·-------·-----------------·---------·-· ---·· -----· -· ,..;. INPUTC 026632 ,, 
KOO ER 026753 
- . ·······- ......... ··--····-··--··-,--·---------···-·-.... , ... _. __ -·· -·-- ··-- .... , 
KRAKER 03 023S " 
__ OUTPTC _________ 031301. ----·--·--- ·-------- ·--------
S10$ . 031373 
.. ......._. 
--- •UN SA_T ISF IE O EXT ERNA LS~--~~-------··-----------···-·-· __ REFER ENC ES 
soo 013252 
S01 013260 
-·---~-·-· ·- ----·--- -. ·-- -------- .... ---- -----·-·------.-.-·---:--.-·-~:--~-.---.--=-~ .· ... :-.•·.-·---:.~··.-·-·· --~ -S02 ° -~ 013266 
so~-------------------·-··.;..;...;··· · .. ~·-· - .. ·--...,--,--··----- 01J211+ ___ _ S04 013302 
sos 013310 
- : . -- - - -- -- ~-:.::_.~-.--· -·~· ·-. -~ -~ .• '"- .··-:· J - • ' .. ·~ :--".'- -· :.. ......... ~ -~-~--;·.;..:.~...:_;... .. :_ •. ~.;..... .• _..~:-: •. - -- •.-,--·-·. -·:.•""!" •-:- --=---- . ~ ... ·.-... --·-· S06 .... 013316 
S07 ___ --.·---·-·--'--·-·· ___ .. :·-.~-~·-·-···--··· ·:--'."-----· ·.. ,. -·- ..... -:-.;..---·----~.:..---·· ... 013324 
·s.o a o 13 3 3 2 
.. 
_so 9 · · __ --.....--------...-----.. -·-------.-.... -... -.· -.. -. _......._ ___ o 13 3 4 o __ _ 
,. S 1 0 · 0 13 3 Lt 6 
S11 013354 
-·- .... - --·- .... ; .:.. .. ;..-·::._ . ..;.._. _ .. -·.: ..... :..__· ..... ~ .. --~ .. ~---·· -- . ....,.:.._,; -:.___.;. .. - ~, ... -...... .;....::.---~--- . -··------ .:.....:.- _. -·--·-~ -..:-·...;.·._·.:. .. -·-·--· -.. 
• • .- • • • • • • < • • • • .-. •• • • • • • • •• ••• S12 013362 
S13 . 013370 S14 ·-- ·- - - ...... -·· ···- , .. i ___ ···--·· -- -···-· ·-····-···- .. ·· ·••••· --··-·----·--· ···-·····-··-· '----~-. 013376 
_ S15 ___________ · --·------·----·-----'-"-···013404 __ 
S16 · 013412 
S17 . · 013420 
--·----------~·--=------.---------·--p--------.. ---·--·-·---------·-S18 013426 
S19 ' 013434 
. --·.. ·. ~ -· ...... ·- ..... _ ·-· 
-·- -.-.- ..... -;--:··-····· .. ···--·····---·-.-.--- '!'---.-·-··--------:-- - ··-·.·----·----·-- ·-······ S20 013442 . 
.. 
__ s21·--·-·--···---... ..;_...;...·---;~---~~--~-··--;.,.;... __ .. ___,---------·· 013i.so _____ _ 
S22 01345& 
S23 .. ~ . . .. . . 013464 
-· S21t ··--·-·- -··--~ -~ .. -...,---.~·-··, . ...,..- ~- .. ,.,...... ~-.,...-...,,·----:.,.....,..,.-...,.. ·-· ... ,....,,...,.-.. .,..._.. ---,..·-··- -----------------· D 13 4 72 ·--· -· -
• 
. · __ ._. _.· .. ·· 




; . • 'IND . , 
· ABS 
..................... - - . . --· - .. 
ABS 
·-·- . -·- ----· ·-- -- ---- ----··· BLOCK NO. INPUT 1 INPUT 2 INPUT 3 I/C~ 






.. ..;. ···- ---- ..... ··---···· ·- -····-·· ···-··-· ·----·----··· ·--- .. ------
. .. , 0 -o .. ·.. -o 0 
• -- - i. • .. 
- • \ . . . . ... . . 
111 -o , -o -o. • ~·-~...._,_,.._ •-..--.-.,. ... ~.,_...rt-'.,.•-• - .,...., ___ ....._....,._..~_..__ •• ,_.- .. _ ------~--- - ., 
' 110 -o -o -o. 
. ' ' . 
:~···'!"•--·· ... --, ........... ·-·---- ----.-..... ·-·~:--·· ... =-... ----------·· ... --------~-·--------·-~ .. -----_....,_~----------
-I i 
'. ~ .. 192 
• 
' 
·.. ·"'"l- - ,~·· •. " "' ... ,.,. ... ' -.• -... ., ..... , .-· -~--,.··"'"'""'"."'' 
~ . .,. ..• , ... .,......,-· , .... ,. 
.: - -_;,:-- .-,,,a.-_·.',' 
PHR ·-· 12 ·-·- 101 ·-----P· 13 --······· -o CON 13 
-0 
-0 
-0 PWR 14 100 15 





- - . - - - -· .. ·-
.. -HULT 17 14 12 
-0 HULT 18 .. 16 17 
-0 
" --·· .. -· ·-- ·- . ·-- . -·- ··-h-CO N 19 
-0 
-0 












1.0000E+OO SUH -·- ------21 1 ·--
-22-;--
-0 ----:o. ····-·-CON 22 
-o 
-o Go 2.0000E+o2 
.. ·------··-·· ··--- --· .. -- - - ..... NCLP 23 21 21 
-0 -o. PWR 24 . 23 25 . .-0 -o. ···-:';. - ---- --- - ~ - . -- ---··--·-·· - -· -- -~· -· -·--··-CON 25 ~O •Q •O 2.0000E+OO CAIN 26 24 
-0 
-0 S.OOOOE+OO SUH ·-· -------·- 27 ·------·--·· 19 ----- 20 ··-· --·--···26 -- -·-o. 
HULT ··-· ····-· 28, .. -··-··-·---·· ···-··· 18 ····--··----·----· 27 ......... ·-·---··· -0 ··-·--··-- -0. INT 33 28 
-0 
-0 O. GAIN 32 28 •O 
-0 2.~700E+OO .. --·· --- - -- - ... - ·--· ----··-·-GA IN 31 28 
-0 
-0 7.0560E-01 GAIN 30 28 
-o 
-o 1.ooooE-01 ----·----· --·----·-- .. . ...... _ ----~--· 
...__ . ..___ . -- ... _.._....._ -INT 29 28 
-0 
-o O. SUH 35 J3 32 
-0 
-o. ·-·--..... ··--- - -- - --- -···-·-. - ··---·-- - -·. SUH 34 30 29 
-0 -o. DIV 37 33 35 
-0 -o • . , _____ ···-··-
- ..... ··-·· -· ···-
··--·- .. DIV 36 29 34 
-0 -o. HULT 38 31 37 
-0 -o. ----~-----
--.--.---·-· --~ ----- -···---------- --- ------HULT 39 38 36 
-0 
-0, GA IN .. _. .. .:-__ 5 0 __ ...... :_ -·---· . -· 3 9 __ ·--- .... _ _ _ -0 ----·-··- _____ -o __ ..... ---·-· 1. 0 0 0 0 E +.Q 1 PWR 51 100 52 
-0 •O •. 1 CON 52 
-0 
-0 •O 3.1300£+00 ... ·-- .. ---·-·· ---- --··· ... ·- .... PWR 53 100 54 
-0 
-0, CON 54 
-0 
-0 
-0 5,0000E-01 _____ ...__.. ·-- -.-.-..----··· -- --- ...... -- .. .._ __ .. PHR 55 101 56 •O -o. CON 56 
-0 
-0 •O 5,0000E-01 - .... - ~- -· .• - - . . ... ·-·-- --· 
- .... -- -····-·.. . --·--· -·-- -· 
. t HULT 57 100 101 




-0 1. OOOOE+01 ··--·--···-·---~---- --·---·-·--- ----·· ··- -----··-~-- ·---.. -- .... ------SUH 
. 59 50 58 •O -o • 
. GAIN 60 53 ~o 
-0 
-1,0780E-03 ______ _____........ _...,._... - ·-- - .. ._...,_.__._,_ __ . .....- ,__ ----4------G A IN 61 57 
-0 
-0 S,OOOOE-02 HULT &2 51 59 
-0 -o. -- - .. - .. -·- - .. - - ·-.. .. . . ·-·· -· o--. . ... -
-· - ... - ·- - . HULT 63 60 55 
-0 •O • CON 64 
-0 
-0 ~O 9,0500£-04 --· -- -... - . -- -··- - ·---··--···. ·--- .. ·- ----- ·-· ---·· . SUH 65 62 63 64 . -o. LIH 120 65 122 121 -o. ·-----·--
··~-.-..-----··· ._ .. __ CON 121 
-0 
-0 
-0 1.0000E-03 CON 122 
-0 
-o •O 1,0000E•02 SUM ,------------·-· 40 120 ------·--- -42 ·,--------- •O ---------o •. 
INT 42 41 
-0 
-0 9.9900E-04 -.... --····-·-........... _.. ·--···· ---·-- ·····----- ···--· ~- -· -·---GAIN 41 40 
-0 
-0 1eOOOOE+01 GAIN 68 41 
-D 
-0 1.3280E+·o3 ------ .---.... ---- ------ ·- -............ 
-------- ---·· -GAIN 67 61 
-0 •O 1.2000E+01 CON 69 cQ 
-0 
-0 &.&OOOE-01 - . -- - - ... _ ... _. ·-· ·- -·-··· -·--- .... - .. ··--· --·-- -·· ··-· .. --- - .. SUH 70 &8 69 .._ t -0 -o. DI V 71 · 6 7 . 7 0 • ·· - 0 - 0 • 'SUH • 43 ·-· ---·----·!:--~.:·71 ·,-·:-··.;· .. -·-·-lts ·-··-··.·-····--· -o ··--·-·- -a. 
GAl~ i.4 ·43· . •O ',.,_ •O 1.0000E+01 - . .,. .............. ~~ - ........ _. _.. ... _....,_..._... ... -- ... .. ~...........,___..... .......... _._ .__._ .......... ,_ .... _.._ . ··-1 NT ft5 4lt · •O ·. - . •O 1e5260E+OO 
. 
~_ .. _..1..··-··· ................. ..... 
... ... 
. 
.. ·-· .·. : ......... --· -·-····~ ~---.- - - ·- ·------ ___ . _______ ....__ - ----~ _ .. -- •. --··------ ·- ~ --- -----·- -
-1 
' ; l9S 
. . •l 
,-ii. - .l 
t .· 
I 
GAIN 73 -· 44 -0 . -·- .. -0 
ABS 10 73 -D .. -0 
HULT ___ ......... .. 75 ··- ·-·· _ 4 __ 10 ..... __ ·-· ... 10 .- . ·-- -----· -o· ·······--· 
CON 76 -0 -0 -0 
CON 77 -o . -·· -0. .. ____ .. -0 ..... ··-· 
GAIN 78 1 -0 • -0 
SINE 7CJ ·-···· 78 ... _ -o ·-···- -o 









. HULT~-------. 81 ______ _: __ 73 -·- 8 0 --·- - 0 ----·-· .- 0 • . 
LAG · s2· 75 -0 -0 9.7500£-01 t 
SUH ..... _ ..... __ 83 ..... ______ 75 ·-- ·- ··-·· 82 -· -------·-· -0 -o. 
SOR 84 83 -o -o -a. 
STOR ·-·-··-·--······· 87 .... ·-··-··· 8'+ ··-·· ··--····86 ··----······;· 88 --·-·-·- -a. 
CON 86 •O -0 -0 • 1,0000E•DO 
CON _____ . ..._. ______ 88 _____ . __ -0 . · · · _.•O -o ___ -·1 .• 0009E~OO~ 
DIV 89 81 87 -0. -o. 
GAIN 91 ·-·---··---·- 1 --------· -0 ·-----·---· -0 ···-··-- .. 3.220SE+OO .. ·--.. -- .. ---·-··-
SI NE 92 91 -o -o -0, 
NCLP .. ······-.. _ 93 _ ----·-·.;,- 92 .... __ ··-···. 89 _____ __ -0 ________ · -0. 
PC LP 9 0. 9 2 8 9 - 0 - 0 • 
SUH ·- ..J---- 1 OS-------- ... 90 _~_:__ ____ 107. _ _ -o____ -~a• _ 
INT 107 · 105 •106 -o 4• OOOOE+02 
GAIN---···---·····--· .. - 106 __ .. _________ 107 ····---------- -o ----·----·-··· -0 --·····--··- 1,0000EtOO. 
SUH • 111 114 106 -0 -0, 
PCLP ....... 114 . _________ . 113 ___________ 117 ···-·------------0 ····---- -o. 
CON 117 -0 -0 -0 2. OOOOE+01 
SUH ----- 102 __ __ 93 _________ 104___ _ _____ -0 ----=-0• . . __ 
INT 104 102 -103 -0. 1. 0400E-02 
~~~N .. -- ....... !~~ ... ·- -·-- _ i~~ ..... -- ·-· _ 1;~ -··-· _ --- ··- =~ ~-- _'._ ___ · .. -!: OOODE~DO I 
NCLP -···--···· _ . . 112 ..... -·--- --· .113 .... _ . _ . _ 115 _ -- _ -----· -o .. --- _ ·-- ... -o • ' 
CON 115 -0 -D -0 1.0000E-04. 
SINE__ 113 .. _. __________ t16. _____ ·-····-·· -o_ -· ~o -·-· _______ ::-0~--- ......... .. 
tiAIN 116 1 -o -0 3.2205E+OO 










···---.. ---····· H . ··--ro~~ w,>\ R- f!AiC... 
BLOCK 71 BLOCK . 41 . 
J.7429E+OO 1.00DOE-05 
• 
. -· ·-------··- ··--·--_._.......- ·---. .. ···-------· .. . . ...... ~---1.0496E-D2 4.2000Et02 4, 0074E+OO 4,~823£-10 
-·-.. ~ ·---·-··-··- ·- - -1,989E+OO 1.0593E-02 3,8270E+02 8.7401E-01 1.5986E-03 
' 
2o983E•OO 1. D534E-02 I+. 0368Et02 6.8569£+00 -2,1689E-04 
....,._ . ... .... _____ ,.._.,.._......_ 
-·--··· ___ ._.,.. ........ _ ---· , - ---3,978Et-OO 1.0632E-02 3.9550E+02 1.Z357E+OO 1,0405E-OJ 
---- ----- -· -··. . -
~.972E+OO 1.0571E-02 l+.1698£+02 8.16J3E+OD -2.5303E-Olt 
5,967E~OO 1.0&69E-02 3,7702£+02 1.5126E+OO 
.. _____ .....,. __ --.. -- - . 
6 .• 9&1E+00 .1.D594E-02 3.9&&6Et-02 
... - - . 
__ _......,._...,. __ _ 
.. -·---... - - .. ~- ...... -
5.7808E+OO -1.68SGE-04 
- .. ·-. - - ----- .. 
7,956E+OO 1,0691£-02 J .lt977E+D2 , 1. 7766E+O O 4.5401E-04 
.. 
. ...... - ' . - - -- -·--· - --.. - .. 
80950 E'+ 00 1. 0605£-02 J .• 683.6£+02 4.5557E+OO 
' ..... 
----- .. -· •... - - ---··---·--- ... - -·--·-- ..... - ... - . •·· ... - ·-- -- -·· _. __ • __ ---· ·- ' - -- --- -- ·-#· .. ·-·· . ---·--9,9lt5E+OO . 1.0703£-02 3.6531E+02 2e1058E+OO 3,41.9SE•04 
. 
- _...., _____ ····---..-.. ---··-- ----· --···-----......... ..-....._....__.....,.._ _ --:--:·.---- .. -------------------
,· 
-·· ...... --. ·- ..... , ......... . 
. • 
- . ::- · .. 
-
1.09l+E+01 1,0616E•OZ J,7905E+02 lt.47't9E+OO -9.071l+E-05 
~ -- - ......... 
-·-·-·- ......... 2.3330E-Ol+ 
1.1CJJ£+01 1c0715E•02 
·3. 3624E+02 2.2289Et00 
1,Z93E+01 1,0619E·02 3,5682£+02·· 3, .. 120Et00 ... 7729£-06 
' 1,JCJZE+01 1,D718E-02 l.6262E+02 2,5747Et-OO 1,8506E-Ol+ 
• 
---- . •· 
~- _,.. M 1,492£+01 1,0624E-O 2 3,7978E+02 3 • 5141 E + O O . -2. 1781 E-·o 5 -
1,591Et01 1, 0726E-O 2 3elt9086+02 2,5752E+OO 1,5988E-Olt 
' 
1, 0 6 3 5 E .. D 2 - 3 , 6 5 7 5 E + 0 2 --- ·_.--·.-· - ----· 3 • 2 7 3 2 E + 0 O . ·- 3 • 9 9 0 0 E - 0 5 ~ -
~· ............ ,_... __ ·---- .. 
1~790E+01 1,0737E-02 
·- . 1 ~ 8 9 0 E + 0 1 
1,989E+01 .. . .... -•, - . 
1,06lt5E-02 
1,07lt8E-02 
- ... _ -· _ __,_,_ .. _ --
3,3847E+02 2,6728Et-OO 1.1733£-04 
3.5175Et-02 ···--. ··-···-·- 3.4069E+OO ~4.2769E-07 
3.2455£+02 . -· ... - . ---·- . 2 • 7 lt 7 2 E + 0 0 7 • 6 7 0 7 E - 0 5 






3 ,372&E+·o2·------ 3. 2345E+O o·- -;; ~997&E..:06-
3.1128E+02 2.7G35E+OO 




-·-- --· i. OZ172 E-02 ~ -3 ~ O O JSE tO 2·-------·-·z. 74 71E+ 0 0- ·-3 ~ 513 7 E-0 5--
,/ . . . 
' 
--·2.486E+o1 ···----- ---··-·--··-1,0679£-0Z ... 3.1542£+02 ····---~·-·-··· - ·2,7181E+OO. -6.29.JOE-OS .. ·'. 
. _ .. - - -· .. ·-· ·-2.586E+01 1,078ltE-02 
- 2,685E+01 ·----
2.785£+01 -- . - .. - . ·-
.. 
2e884E+01 ..... - - ... ·-· .. 
3. 083E+ 01 
--- ----· - --· 





__.._ .. .. .... - --·---- •-· - . 
3.Z82E+01 1.0716£-02 
· 2.CJ1s1E+oz ----···----·-··-2.69GOE+oo·· ·2.9838E-os 
3,0756E+02 ---...-....--. . Ze5457E+OO 
-- --- .... ""'·-··--· ..... 2,8429£+02 2.6261E+OO 
- ------ -·-·· 3. 01 OSE+02 2.4150£+00 
. •·. ·- ... . . . . - -- ... 
2,9552£+02 2.3226E+OO 
i 
----- --·---·-2,7341E t O 2 2.5078E+OO 
8,6564E-05 
3,0988E-05 




2,9079£+02 2.2576E+OO 1.2663£-04 
.. 
,· . 
-- 3, 381£+01 -.-·-------- · 1.oa20E-02- - Z,6918E+02 ·--·-·----·---- ·2.4868£+00. -··3.2183E-05--
3,481£+01 . -- ·-··--- .. 1. D722E-02 2.8657£+02 . ----- - -- - 2,2097£+00 
3e680E+01 ·-· ·- ·--- ··-- ·--- . 1.0728E-02 2,8248E+02 2.1638E+OO - .. - - ... -- - . - .. 
·-····· ----··--.. 
. . . 
. 2,4262E+OO 
.... -······· - -....... ·--· 
3.'.779E+01 . 1.0831E-O~ . -2,6099E+02 
I • ' 
' 




' . . \ ... 
-'-- - ~--- -·····--'""-···~-.:,-·, - ---··-·......._---·- ---------------.. 
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